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The Rise of the Regional City
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALBUQUERQUE
METROPOLITAN AREA

Stephen M. Wheeler and Wade Patterson

O

ver the past century, we have witnessed the emergence of unprecedented forms of regional-development in North America in which

low-density urbanization, facilitated by the motor vehicle, covers vast areas
of the landscape. Traditional notions of "city," "town," and "country" have
become blurred. As writer J. B. Jackson so richly documented, new forms of
cultural landscapes have arisen, featuring elements such as the retail strip,
the suburban subdivision, trailer parks, and declining downtowns. Traditional
landscape elements such as plazas, main streets, and historic neighborhoods
are often embedded in the new postmodern regional melange. Such regional
development patterns are occurring all over the United States, with varying
flavors and characteristics. Partly because of the influence of the motor vehicle, new infrastructure, and American development models, these regional
patterns are emerging in other parts of the world, including around European
cities, throughout Latin America, and in parts of Asia and Mrica.

Stephen M. Wheeler is Assistant Professor in the Department of Environmental Design, University of California at Davis. He previously taught at the University of New Mexico and the
University of California at Berkeley. He is the author of PlallllingforSustainability (Routledge,
2004) and coeditor of The Sustainable Urban Development Reader (Routledge, 2004)' Wade
Patterson is Director of Arts and Community Development at the Harwood Art Center in
Albuquerque and is a MA candidate in the Community and Regional Planning Program at the
University of New Mexico. The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance ofthe University of New Mexico RAC Small Grant Program for this project.
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The new regional landscapes are wonderfully rich areas for academic
study. But they also raise many practical questions about the future, including whether they will lead to worsening traffic problems, unsustainable resource use, loss oflocal culture and sense of place, degradation of ecosystems,
and growing spatial disparities between different demographic communities. Understanding the physical, social, and cultural patterns of our regional
landscapes and how they are shaped is a pressing challenge for academics
and policymakers alike.
This article is part of a larger research project looking at the historical
and current growth of a number of large- and medium-sized U.S. cities. In
this article, we look at one regional metropolis, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
and ask how its form has developed in the past and how it is evolving now.
In particular we seek to identify dominant patterns of neighborhood formstreet pattern, block size, and land-use mix-created in different eras since
the city's founding. These patterns, once created, tend to last for hundreds
of years and determine the functionality of the built landscape in the future, with profound implications for the natural environment, resource use,
and human community. Older, gridded neighborhoods, for example, are
now seen as more pedestrian friendly and better able to diffuse traffic than
many newer forms. We also seek to correlate physical patterns of regional
growth with spatial demographic patterns related to class, race, family size,
employment, and other factors.
Method

To investigate the historical evolution of spatial patterns in the Albuquerque area, we mapped the growth of the city at twenty-year increments since
the mid-nineteenth century. Indian groups have lived in the area for approximately twelve thousand years, and dozens of Pueblo villages existed in
or near the Rio Grande Valley when Spanish exploration began in 1540 with
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado's expedition. However, with the exception
of archaeological sites and a handful of present-day pueblos to the north
and south of Albuquerque, nothing remains from the prehistoric period of
community building. In the seventeenth century, Spanish settlers created a
series of small agricultural communities in the Rio Grande Valley, but little
trace exists of these villages either. What does exist includes certain roads,
elements of the agricultural irrigation ditch system, and agricultural lot orientations in some areas of the valley that date to this period. The current
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urban form of the city began in 1706 when the Spanish settled what is today
called Old Town. However, this village remained small until circa 1880,"
when the arrival of the railroad spurred an influx of Anglos and the founding of"New Albuquerque" (present-day downtown) and surrounding neighborhoods. We are most interested in analyzing the period of rapid
urbanization from then until now.
During the research process, we took digital photographs of historic maps
from the collections at the Map and Geographic Information Center, Centennial Science and Engineering Library, University of New Mexico, and
acquired additional materials from the city of Albuquerque and the MidRegion Council of Governments (MRCOG). We then created image files
showing successive layers of historical development, with a current street
file as reference. These images were compared with aerial photographs from
the city of Albuquerque and Google Earth to make sure, for example, that
neighborhoods were actually built out as historic maps indicated. Once the
composite regional growth map was completed, we began identifying the
dominant patterns of neighborhood form (street network, block size, and
land use mix) created during different eras. We constructed a typology of
these forms and of twenty-first-century regional development forms.
In a second main step, we mapped demographic data from MRCOG
and the U.S. Census Bureau to illustrate spatial demographic patterns for
several recent decades. This step allowed us to correlate changes in physical
forms with demographic patterns, providing insight, for example, into who
live~ in newly created areas.

The Historical Growth of Albuquerque
As others have shown, the physical growth of communities tends to take
certain dominant forms during particular historical periods I Developers
follow these prevailing patterns until new forces such as technologies, regulations, economics, or public tastes promote different styles. Thus, the grids
of the nineteenth century were followed by progressively more discontinuous patterns of curving roads and cul-de-s"acs during the twentieth century.
These are in turn morphing into new patterns today.

Pre-1SSo. The earliest type of urban form still in existence in Albuquerque is
found in the Spanish Old Town. This center for Spanish colonization may
have been laid out according to the Laws of the Indies, an evolving set of

4?
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guidelines for colonial settlement first codified in writing in 1573. Spanish
Gov. Francisco Cuervo y Valdes certified creation of the town according to
these laws in a letter dated 23 April 1706, but in order to gain approval he
may have exaggerated the actual size and characteristics of the settlement. 2
The new settlement copied the Spanish pattern of a plaza. This model had
a church and administrative buildings located on this plaza, with a rectilinear, gridded street network around it. The laws required that surrounding
common lands (ejidos) encompass a minimum of 4 leagues or 17.2 square
miles. In the Albuquerque area, however, these agricultural lands appear to
have been converted early on into long, narrow, privately owned lots (suertes).
These suertes backed onto irrigation channels (acequias) or laterals. This
pattern oflong, narrow lots, generally running east to west, can still be seen
around Old Town and in places throughout the Rio Grande Valley. In many
areas, incremental subdivision and new roads have blurred this pattern. As
for the central core of the village, the area originally gridded appears to
have covered approximately ten blocks on a dozen acres. Some of those
blocks have since become consolidated, leaving a very small area that reflects the original Spanish grid pattern (see Pre-1880 inset in fig. 1).
1880-1900. With the arrival of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
in 1880, development in Albuquerque took a new direction. The railroad
tracks and depot were consciously located two miles from Old Town, in
order to promote development.) This represents an early example of the
influence of national capital and corporations on the developing form of
the region. As with countless American cities platted during this era, developers laid out a square-block grid with blocks approximately 250 feet in
length per side. Later additions varied the orientation of the grid pattern
somewhat, but this basic fabric underlies the Downtown, Barelas, Wells
Park, and Martineztown neighborhoods today. As scholars have widely noted,
this small-block grid pattern with its fine mix of residential, commercial,
and public-sector land uses rates very well today on performance dimensions such as walkability. Coupled with a mix ofland uses - zoning to separate land uses did not come into effect in Albuquerque until 1959-this
pattern tends to increase pedestrian friendliness and reduce and diffuse traffic when compared to more recent areas on the west side of the river or in
the Northeast Heights, where street patterns have a low degree of connectivity and different land uses are more widely separated. 4

. ",

FIG. 1. HISTORICAL NEIGHBORHOOD STREET PATTERNS

As with most U.S. cities, certain street patterns predominated

In

the

Albuquerque region during particular historical periods.
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19°0-1920. Through the second decade of the twentieth century, landowners continued to plat additions to Albuquerque in the square-block grid pattern. New neighborhoods such as Huning Highlands were added (see the
1920 inset in fig. 1). As with other U.S. cities during this time, development
occurred when landowners platted relatively large additions to the city. Relatively slow and incremental sales of individual lots and construction of buildings followed. This nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century pattern in which
construction of homes often took decades stands in marked contrast to the
late-twentieth- and early twenty-first-century process in which contractors
typically build large numbers of mass-produced homes within a few years of
subdivision.
1920-194°. During the 1920S and 1930S, neighborhoods around the University
of New Mexico boomed. In these neighborhoods, developers adopted the
"streetcar suburb" pattern of grids. These consisted of larger, three hundred
by six hundred foot rectangular blocks. Like the square-block grid pattern
described above, this pattern persisted somewhat later in Albuquerque than
in most other U.S. cities, where streetcar suburbs that were established as
early as the 1870S had faded by the 1920S.5 In Albuquerque these streetcar
suburb grids comprise today's Nob Hill, Monte Vista, College View, and
Southeast Heights neighborhoods. A streetcar provided service along Central Avenue between 1880 and 1928.
Landowners also began experimenting with form that, over subsequent
decades, served to gradually detach individual subdivisions from the citywide
grid and enable them to be marketed as distinctive or exclusive neighborhoods. The Monte Vista subdivision just north of Central and east of Girard
was one of the first to adopt a different grid orientation (see the 1940 inset in
fig. 1). The later neighborhoods of Ridgecrest and Altura Park departed
further from the grid by adopting "garden suburb" design elements including modestly curved streets, more extensive street landscaping, ample
provision of park space, larger lots, larger residential setbacks, and a lower
mix of land uses.
1940-1960. Federal spending and construction of facilities in New Mexico
during the 1940S fueled urban growth in the state to such an extent that
Albuquerque became known locally as "Little Washington."6 New federal
facilities included Kirtland Air Force Base, Sandia National Laboratories,
and Los Alamos National Laboratory. Between 1940 and 1960, development
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spread rapidly over the city's East Mesa and certain areas of the Rio Grande
Valley such as the Atrisco neighborhood in southwest Albuquerque. Developers utilized grid patterns identified as "warped parallels" and "interrupted
parallels" in a 1993 study of the San Francisco Bay Area by Michael
Southworth and Peter M. Owens (see the 1960 inset in fig. 1).7 Our analysis
provides evidence that Southworth and Owens's typology for this period
pertains to locations in the western United States besides the Bay Area. As
this transition to the grid patterns occurred, street connectivity decreased,
and the city became more and more reliant on a supergrid of wide arterial
streets to handle traffic. Block size increased to as much as one thousand
feet in length. As Jane Jacobs pointed out in her classic book The Death and
Life of Great American Cities (1961), such larger blocks decreased route
options and visual interest for pedestrians. Neighborhoods also became more
inwardly focused, with fewer homes fronting surrounding arterial streets
and fewer street connections outside the neighborhood. For these reasons,
Albuquerque's neighborhoods created during and after this time are less
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit friendly than those created earlier.
1960-1980. During the 1960s and 1970s, much of the remaining East Mesa
was platted out, and development reached the foothills of the Sandia Mountains. Blocks became highly irregular in form. Cul-de-sacs and loop roads
increased greatly in number, producing street patterns that Southworth and
Owens refer to as "loops and lollipops."8 The connectivity of the street pattern during this'period is even lower than during previous eras, with even
more pronounced implications for travel by different modes such as private
motor vehicle, public transit, and bi~ycle and foot transportation.
The East Mesa neared its geographic limits for building due to the steep
slopes and public or tribal ownership of lands to the east, north, and south.
Across the Rio Grande, subdivision began initially on the slopes leading up to
the West Mesa, including La Luz housing development (1969) designed to fit
into the natural landscape by architect Antoine Predock. Unfortunately, this
ecologically minded subdivision was not emulated by other developers.
During this period, commercial development began to take the form of
very large buildings surrounded by parking lots. This new style contrasted
with earlier, smaller buildings integrated into the surrounding urban fabric.
The city's first large malls were Winrock (1961) and Coronado (1963)' Bigbox development after 1980 continued this trend, although it utilized standalone buildings surrounded by parking lots rather than enclosed malls.

· .
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198o-present. The period 'between 1980 and the present saw final portions of
the eastern foothills built out and rapid development of the West Mesa slopes.
Sl)bdi\li~i()ns became morejnwardly oriented, with relatively few streets pro, vicling a~cess t~ surrounsIirigarteiials: Subdivision codes were rewritten d~r
ing this time to ~equ;re an inwardly foc'liseddesign on the rationale that fewer
intersedions~l~n'garteriai streets would speed up traffic. The result, predictably, has been that those fe~'north7south connector routes such as Coors
Boulevatg are congested; despite repeated road widening. This in turn has
led to p~brer airquali~ai~dinc;reased public frustration.
Within subdivisioris'th~peicentagesofcul-de-sacs and I()op r~ads in,crecis~d still further. Retail was centralized in shopping centers along arterialstteets, in free-standing big-box stores, or in enclosed malls. Incremental
subdivisi9rl spread up arid down .the Rio Grande Valley, with small-scale
, develdpmehtsof one to twenty homes covering former agricultural parcels.
H6meb~ilders discoveredthe,t6w~sofLos Lunas and Belen south of Albuquerque and Rio Ran~ho to the d6ith, and constructed larger tracts in those
locations, At the same time, public officials and progressive developers begana new focus on infill development within the downtown area and certain close-in neighborhoods.
The overall story between approximately 1880 and 2000 has been one of
successive forms of development that utilize increasingly discontinuous and
disconnected neighborhood street patterns and cover increasingly large
amountsoflarid atthefririge of the urbanized area. More than twice as much
land was urbanized behveeri'1980 and the early 2000S than in all the years of
Europ~an settlement, whi~h spalmed o~er 350 years (see fig. 2 and fig. 3)'
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Table 1. Relative Amounts of Land Covered by Different Types of
Development in the Albuquerque Region from 1980 to 2005
Type of Development
Rural Sprawl
Middle-class Tracts
Incremental Subdivision
Upscale Fringe
Commercial
Industrial/Office
Multifamily Clusters
Trailer Parks
New Urbanist
TOTAL

Square Miles

Share of Total

113·9
35·4

52 %
16%

26.0

12%
10%

22·3

8,3
8.2

1.4
2.6
0.0
218.1

4%
4%
1%
1%

0%
100%

Considers developed areas of at least twenty acres (several city blocks) in size.

historian Dolores Hayden has creatively identified many detailed patterns
in the current built landscape, ranging from "litter on a stick" (billboards)
to "pork chop lots" (elongated housing lots around curving roads). Social
critic James Howard Kunstler and others have complained about the emergence of a homogenous, generic "geography of nowhere."9 New Urbanist
authors such as Peter Calthorpe, Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,
Jeff Speck, and William Fulton actively promote neotraditional forms like
the walkable, gridded, mixed-use neighborhood. 1O But there has been little
systematic study of the range of large-scale landscape patterns that have
actually been built-the physical elements of the extraordinarily rapid growth
that syndicated columnist David Brooks calls the "suburban supernova."11
In our analysis of Albuquerque's recent morphology, we identify nine
main categories of regional development. Table 1 illustrates the proportions
of land that these types occupy, and their detailed characteristics are given
in Table 2.

Middle-class tracts. When most people think ofsuburban sprawl, they imagine large, homogenous groups of nearly identical houses covering greenfield
land at or beyond
the urban edge, possibly bordered by malls, office
parks,
I
.
and strip retail development. This classic suburban landscape can certainly
be found in the Albuquerque area, particularly on the West Mesa slopes, in
the ambitious northern suburb of Rio Rancho, and in the small but rapidly
growing southern towns of Belen and Los Lunas. This form is most similar
to the development patterns of the 1980s and 1990S and consists of large

Table 2. Types of Historic and Current Residential Landscapes
in the Albuquerque Region

-

Land-use
Mix

Density
(net)

Subdivision
Scale

Large

Low to
Moderate

Low to
Moderate

Individual
lots

Grid-like
around a
plaza

Small

High

Moderate

Medium

Downtown Grid
(late 1800s)

Square grid

Small

High

Moderate

Medium

Streetcar-suburb
Grid (early 19oos)

Rectangular
grid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Small to
Medium

Garden Suburb
(193os-194°s)

Diagonal and
curving streets;
low connectivity

Moderate
to Large

Low

Low

Small to
Medium

Degenerate Grid
(niidc19Oos)

Fragmented or
warped grid
patterns

Large

Low

Low

Small to
Medium

Suburban Tracts
(mid-late 19oos)

Loops and
lollipops

Large

Low

Moderate

Medium to
Large

Low

Small

Street
Pattern

Block
Size

Haphazard
or organic

Old Town
(early 170os)

Iflf(lfj
Iricrem~ntal

Stibdivison
(1600s'-present)

f!I

_if[

fflll!iJlttifftl(lfitl rftf!lft
Sprawl

I

--

l1li1

Haphazard;
incremental
addition of
streets

Large

Low

Incremental
Subdivision

Haphazard;
incremental
addition of
streets

Varies

Low to
Moderate

Moderate

Small

Upscale Fringe

Loops and
lollipops;
loose patterns

Large

Low

Low

Small to
Medium

Suburban Tracts

Loops and
Moderate
lollipops; tight
patterns; inwardly
focused

Low

Moderate

Medium to
Large

Multifamily Tracts

Looping access
roads; inwardly
focused

Moderate

Low

Moderate
to High

Medium

Trailer Parks

Very tiEht,
linear anes

Small

Low

Moderate
to High

Medium

New' Urbanist
Subdivision

Grid-like;
fine-grained

Small

Some mix

Moderate

Medium
to Large

New Urbanist
Infill

Grid-like;
fine-grained

'Small

Some mix

Moderate
High

Small to
Medium

Block sizes are based on the following approximate dimensions: Small, :2300 feet on a side;
Moderate, :2600 feet on a side; Large, >600 feet on a side.
. [)e~sitY categories are based on the following numbers of dwelling units per acre: Low, one to ten;
Mod~rate, ten to twenty; High, above twenty.
.·Subdivision Scale rates are based on the following numbers oflots: Small, one to twenty; Medium,
twenty to five hundred; Large, more than five hundred.
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tracts of nearly identical housing units built by large production homebuilding companies such as KB Home, Pulte, Lennar, and D. H. Horton.
In the Albuquerque area, tract development is typically built at densities
of six to ten dwelling units per net acre. Lots are modestly sized, encompassing four thousand to five thousand square feet, generally with street frontages of approximately sixty feet. Net densities are somewhat higher than
pre-W\VII suburbs since the lot sizes are often smaller, but gross densities
(including all infrastructure, public facilities, retail and commercial facilities, and leftover land) are substantially lower. Larger amounts of land are
devoted to these other uses and sometimes remain between tracts. Neighborhoods are inwardly focused with few entrances to surrounding arterial
streets; homes are oriented toward the interior of the development, and there
are privacy walls along major streets. There is little mixed land use within
the subdivisions, where development is almost entirely residential. If the
city has demanded that some parcels within planned unit developments be
designated for retail, those lands typically sit empty for many years. The
initial development companies have little interest or experience in building
anything except housing.
Since New Mexico is a poor state, the vast majority of such development
in the Albuquerque area is oriented toward middle-class households, especially young families with children. This type of development may account
for a majority of the housing units constructed, but does not necessarily
account for a majority of the land area covered. In fact, middle-class tracts
account for only 16 percent (about thirty-five square miles) of the region's
development between 1980 and 2005.

Upscale fringe. A second well-known form of residential development is
marketed toward affluent home-buyers. Upscale-fringe development includes
a variety of amenities such as great views, larger lots, naturalistic landscaping, larger and more upscale housing units, and easy access to recreational
facilities such as golf courses, swimming pools, tennis courts, and trails.
This type of development is typified by High Desert, a neighborhood in the
Sandia Foothills that was planned several decades ago,but is still being built
out. High Desert bills itself as a "sustainable community" that is "built to
preserve nature's delicate balance," chiefly by preserving more of the naturallandscape through low-density development and open-space dedications. 12
Whether such features truly represent sustainable development is open to
question.

FIG.

4.

MIDDLE-CLASS TRACTS

In the Ventana Ranch development, large houses are tightly packed
on small lots. The subdivision is internally oriented, with few outside
street connections. This and the following aerial photos are all
approximately two thousand feet across.

(Photograph courtesy GIS Program/Bernalillo County Public Works)

FIG.

5.

UPSCALE FRI NGE

In this aerial photograph, part of the High Desert development, very
large houses are built on large lots with substantial elements of the
natural landscape preserved.

(Photograph courtesy GIS Program/Bernalillo County Public Works)
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Upscale developments occur on a smaller scale in Placitas and in parts
of the North and South Valleys. In terms of form, the street pattern is looser
and densities lower for these subdivisions than in the tightly packed middleclass tracts. Based on such physical characteristics, space and privacy appear to be the main values held by residents. This sort of upscale development
is likely to be more common around Santa Fe or other more affluent U.S.
cities than Albuquerque, where it currently accounts for 10 percent (twentytwo square miles) of development between 1980 and 2005, and can be seen
as a habitat and investment vehicle for affluent sectors of society.

Rural sprawl. The big story during the period from

to 2005 in Albuquerque, as in many U.S. metropolitan regions, is the growth of rural sprawl.
Although it is often not recognized as "sprawl" by the public, and is even
1980

home to many environmentalists, very low-density subdivision of land represents the single largest expansion of urbanized area around Albuquerque.
It accounts for 52 percent (about 114 square miles) of land subdivided during this period.
The East Mountains area east of the Sandias contains the largest amount
of rural sprawl, which not only characterizes relatively close-in locations
such as Cedar Crest, but extends along the 1-40 corridor to the town of
Moriarty and south from there toward Estancia. Placitas, to the north of
Albuquerque, and the Rio Grande Valley extending south of Albuquerque
to Los Lunas and Belen also hold large amounts of rural sprawl.
This pattern contains lots ranging from one to five acres-large enough
to keep a horse or two if the owners desire but generally too small to farm or
ranch commercially. Houses are usually constructed individually and, unlike the "McMansions" found in some semi-rural areas elsewhere in the
country, are generally modest in size and characterY Where land is flat, the
rural subdivision may create rectangular parcels within the larger framework of the national grid. But where terrain is hilly, new roads wind in
seemingly haphazard fashion, and there are few new through streets created by development.
Although it may provide many benefits for its residents, rural sprawl poses
a number of problems for the region. It makes future commercial agricultural
use of the land infeasible or at least very difficult. It lessens the value of the
land as wilderness or historic cultural landscape. Because residents must travel
substantial distances to reach stores or workplaces, rural sprawl is likely to
substantially increase the number of vehicle miles driven per capita and thus

6. RURAL SPRAWL
This aerial photograph of part of Edgewood in the East Mountains
shows very low-density rural sprawl with lots in the one to five acre
range.
FIG.

(Photograph courtesy GIS Program/Bernalillo County Public Works)
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fuel use, pollution, and demands for expensive new road infrastructure. The
access roads and driveways created within rural sprawl are likely to fragment
wildlife habitat and lead to other local environmental problems like erosion.
By leaving few large parcels, rural sprawl may well complicate future redevelopment of these land areas into more compact, centered communities.

Incremental small-scale subdivision. Although large-scale tract development
may be the visible face of suburban sprawl, and rural sprawl may represent
the actual majority of it, a very substantial amount of Albuquerque growth
(12 percent between 1980 and 2005, about twenty-six square miles) occurs
through small-scale, relatively dense subdivisions of between one and twenty
lots. These subdivision~ often fall under different forms of regulation than
large tracts; the city's subdivision code handles subdivisions of under ten
dwelling units separately from those over that amount. They are created by
local families or small-scale builders rather than large national companies
and form a different kind of urban fabric than either middle-class tracts or
rural sprawl. Often the resulting landscape is a patchwork of developed and
undeveloped lots, with housing developments of different sizes and characters abutting one another without street connections. Commercial development and remnant agricultural parcels are also sprinkled into the mix.
This type of development is found in the Rio Grande Valley, where the
prior history of long, relatively narrow lots keeps the scale of development
small, and lenient Bernalillo County zoning allows subdivision of agriculturalland into one-acre parcels. In this location, the tradition of incremental subdivision of agricultural land goes back at least three centuries and is
deeply rooted in the local Hispanic culture. Incremental subdivision of agricultural or grazing land is also occurring on the plains around Moriarty
and Estancia, as far as thirty miles from Albuquerque. This urban form,
then, can be seen as the most historically rooted of the current patterns of
regional development.
Such incremental subdivision, however, creates a number of problems
that include weakening the agricultural viability and reducing the historical character of the valley area. These phenomena are ironic given that
much subdivision is being carried out by descendents of the families that
gave the Rio Grande Valley its agricultural character. Incremental subdivision also creates a patchwork landscape that is poorly served by roads and
infrastructure. This leads to traffic problems and greater demand on water
and sewer systems that are either nonexistent (former residents relied on
wells and septic tanks) or scaled to serve rural areas.
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Trailer Parks. The trailer park is a little-noticed and under-appreciated element of American communities, a distinct cultural landscape form, and an
important source of affordable housing for those with limited incomes.'4
Trailer parks have distinct characteristics that make them different from any
other physical landscape type. Not only are the structures unique, but their
street patterns consist of very tight, linear lanes. Parcels are generally very
small (often thirty feet by one hundred feet or less), and lots are often oriented diagonally to the street to facilitate installation of trailers. Trailer parks
are also often hidden by fences or landscaping. They account for about 1
percent (approximately 1.4 square miles) of the region's urbanization during the period from 1980 to 2005.

FIG.

7.

INCREMENTAL SUBDIVISION AND TRAILER PARKS

This part of Albuquerque's South Valley shows both trailer parks and
small-scale incremental subdivision. An acequia is at center.
(Photograph courtesy GIS Program/Bernalillo County Public Works)
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Multifamily housing. Given the strong American emphasis on the singlefamily home, relatively few new, urban-fringe neighborhoods consisting of
multifamily housing are being developed in the Albuquerque region. 15 New
multifamily neighborhoods only accounted for 1 percent or around 1.4 square
miles of the region's total from 1980 to 2005. Multifamily housing developments generally occur as small enclaves within relatively large tract developments, and are typically located near a freeway, major road, or shopping
center. Presumably this land is less desirable for higher-end single family
homes because of noise or unsightly views. The location of many multifamily developments near shopping provides some support for the "suburban
clusters" concept urban design experts Anne Vernez Moudon and Paul
Mitchell Hess found in the Seattle area. These developments potentially
can help form dense, walkable neighborhood centers. 16 However, as Moudon
and Hess note, the fact that multifamily housing is located near shopping,
public institutions, or transit corridors does not mean that the developers
intend to create a well-integrated cluster. Rather, the colocation is often
one of sheer convenience or due to low land values in these locations. In
practice, walls, fences, vacant lots, parking lots, and pedestrian-unfriendly
arterial streets often separate these apartments and condominiums from
surrounding land uses.

New Urbanist fringe. Nationwide, the movement known as New Urbanism
has led to the construction ofseveral hundred neotraditional neighborhoods,
most on the suburban fringe.!7 It has exerted widespread influence on downtown redevelopment efforts and local plans and code revisions. Within Albuquerque, New Urbanist principles have not led to large-scale built
neighborhoods that could be included in this typology of twenty-first-century development. Several, however, are on the drawing board.
Mesa del Sol, to be located just south of the Albuquerque International
airport, will be a community for up to ninety thousand people. The plans by
Calthorpe Associates, a leading New Urbanist firm, call for a grid-like pattern
of streets, neighborhood centers, and a greater mix ofland use and housing
types than can be found in other recent types of Albuquerque development.
On the West Mesa, plans for the Westland Development Corporation's Zacate
community call for similar types of design. Little detail is presently available,
however, as plans have not yet been approved by the county, and the company is in the process of being sold. Litigation from heirs of the Atrisco Land
Grant (taken over by Westland) may also delay the project.
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Although cloaked in rhetoric of progressive planning, environmental
sensitivity, and neotraditional romanticism, the process of New Urbanistfringe development is similar to current middle-class tract development in
that it is carried out on a large scale by national production home-building
companies. These companies are large corporations which prefer to build
hundreds or thousands of houses at once, often following standard templates for buildings, street design, and overall neighborhood form. Mesa del
Sol, for example, is to be developed by Forest City, a Cleveland-based real
estate corporation boasting assets of $8 billion. IS This type of development is
unlikely to have the small-scale character, incremental nature, or locally
driven process of pre-194° forms of development.
New Urbanist infill. New Urbanism has had its greatest influence on
Albuquerque's downtown redevelopment, having been cited repeatedly as
an influence by local developers such as Chris Leinberger and Rob Dickson.
The most successful project to date, and the only one large enough to be
considered neighborhood design, is Dickson's renovation of the old Albuquerque High School and adjacent properties. The Sawmill Community
Land Trust is developing a former industrial site into a new mixed-use neighborhood just north of Old Town. The trust's plan illustrates similar principles, although it does not bill itself as New Urbanist. Redevelopment of
the Winrock and Coronado Malls into an Uptown center- envisioned by the
joint City/County Comprehensive Plan-represents a third potential New
Urbanist-inspired infill neighborhood. A decade or two hence, such efforts at
urban revitalization may create new neighborhood fabric in existing urban
areas ofAlbuquerque. But most New Urbanist infill still consists of individual
buildings rather than a new type of neighborhood or regional form.
Retail and office/industrial development. Retail development and office or
industrial development make up the remaining piece of the newly emerging regional landscape. Each accounts for about 4 percent (8 square miles)
of the region's urbanization between 1980 and 2005. However, no single
location in the Albuquerque region qualifies as that type of entity identified
as an "edge city." As described by Garreau, an edge city is an intense suburban node of commercial and office development encompassing at least five
million square feet of office space, large amounts of retail, and some housing. Typically such a node occurs at or near a major arterial or freeway
intersection and is dominated by large-scale development of corporate of-

fice buildings, malls, access roads, and parking lots. Because of their often
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rapid genesis, dramatic character, and sheer size, edge cities can be seen as
one of the most visible manifestations of national and global capital upon
the postmodern regionallandscape. '9
One possible future edge city in the Albuquerque region is the planned
downtown "City Centre" area in the City of Rio Rancho. City officials expect this 16o-acre area to contain an arena, new civic buildings, upscale
retail, dining, entertainment, and offices. Currently the site contains little
more than desert scrub. The Uptown area in Albuquerque might eventually
reach edge city status as well; but at the moment, it consists mainly of the
Winrock and Coronado shopping centers, the former largely vacant.

®

oC=-__:::J5 miles
2.5
Community and Regional Planning Program
University of New Mexico

FIG. 8. RESIDENTIAL GROWTH TYPOLOGY, 1980-2°°5
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In contrast to the edge city phenomenon, author Robert Lang argues
that employment is decentralizing throughout metropolitan regions in an
"edgeless city," with no strong suburban nuclei or boundaries. Planning
expert Peter Gordon and Harry W. Richardson go even further, arguing in a
study of Los Angeles that employment is dispersing throughout the region
in a diffused way rather than into edge cities or outlying centers. 20 Our mapping of commercial and industrial growth between 1980 and 2005 shows
that Los Angeles's dispersion model cannot be applied to Albuquerque. Although employment is certainly decentralizing, new jobs tend to cluster
near freeways (1-25 and 1-40), existing industrial areas, or areas of rapid tract
subdivision. We can presume this is because of factors such as good transportation access, sizable amounts ofland already zoned as industrial or commercial, access to suburban labor forces, and proximity to sizeable new
markets for commercial development. In the Albuquerque region, we do
not find large amounts of either retail or office/industrial development near
rural sprawl, upscale fringe, incremental subdivision or trailer parks-in
other words, near low-density or low-income new residential areas.

Correlations with Demographic Change
Spatial analysis of data from the 2000 U.S. Census shows certain correlations between social and demographic patterns and evolution of urban form.
Over time, certain types of form have been associated with certain demographic groups and with certain densities of human settlement.

Lower population densities. Not surprisingly gross population densities are
low within the more recent types of urban form, although they vary considerably across the region. Areas urbanized before 1980 generally have the highest
densities. Rural sprawl and upscale fringe development generally have the
lowest densities. Although "sprawl" is often thought to be low density, middleclass tract development as on the West Mesa and in Rio Rancho actually has
mid-range densities when compared with other areas across the region. Incremental subdivision can produce relatively high densities as well.
Families locating on the fringe. Families are clearly forsaking the older portions of the metropolitan area for tract housing in outlying locations. The
percentage of the population between the ages of five and seventeen is far
higher in middle-class tract areas on the West Mesa slopes, in Rio Rancho,
and in newer parts of the Northeast Heights than in older portions of Albuquerque (see fig. 10). The size of housing units, cost of housing, quality of
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PERSONS PER ACRE IN THE ALBUQUERQUE REGION

Areas of rural sprawl and upscale fringe development are quite low
density, but middle-class tract and certain incremental subdivision
areas are of comparable density to older urban forms.

schools, and perceived degree of safety may be contributing factors to this
demographic fact. Rural sprawl, upscale fringe, and the more affluent areas
of incremental subdivision do not attract families to such an extent.

Income disparities. Predictably, much upscale fringe and rural sprawl development is built for relatively affluent homeowners who can afford larger
parcels of land and bigger houses. In the Albuquerque region, the East
Mountains, upper Northeast Heights, and Placitas areas are all well above
average in terms of household income. Rio Rancho, often billed as a reservoir of affordable tract housing, has surprisingly attracted a relatively affluent population compared with many other areas of the metropolitan region.
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FIG. 10. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS AGED FIVE TO SEVENTEEN BY CENSUS
TRACT

Areas of older urban form have very few children compared with
newer middle-class tracts and some rural sprawl areas.

Meanwhile, much of the older core of the region is less well off, and certain
areas of tract housing such as the Southwest Mesa are also below average in
terms of income, with relatively high poverty rates.
Working at home. For decades urban theorists have hypothesized that the
increase in people working at home will accelerate the decentralization of
urban areas and the spread of forms such as rural sprawl. However, in the
Albuquerque area this force does not seem to be a dominant factor. The
percentages of professionals who work at home are just as high in core urban areas as in rural sprawl areas, perhaps because the former attract a more
bohemian crowd with non-traditional work styles.

FIG. 13. PERSONS WORKING AT HOME BY CENSUS TRACT

Contrary to the view that rural sprawl will be facilitated by
telecommuting and other modes of working at home, most of those
doing so are located within older urban areas or close-in tract
development.

Facing page, top

FIG. 11. MEAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY CENSUS

1999
Many areas of rural sprawl and tract housing contain high average
income levels compared to the older urban center and areas of
incremental subdivision in the Rio Grande Valley.

TRACT,

Facing page, bottom

FIG. 12. PERSONS IN POVERTY BY CENSUS TRACT

Poverty is concentrated in the older urban core and certain distant
rural areas not greatly affected by rural sprawl.
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Anglo population in newer areas. New Mexico has historically been a diverse
state, with a large Hispanic population (divided between descendents of the
original Spanish settlers and more recent Mexican immigrants) and a large
Indian population. Since the late nineteenth century, the state's urban areas
have seen an influx of Whites from the rest of the United States. In the Albuquerque region it appears that Whites live disproportionately in the newer
areas of urban form: rural sprawl, upscale fringe, and middle-class tracts. Areas of incremental subdivision and pre-198o urban forms hold a much higher
percentage of minority groups. The main area of new urban form that is home
to many non-Whites is the Southwest Mesa, and this area is widely seen as
containing some of the city's least desirable and most crime-ridden neighborhoods. In contrast, rapidly growing, more middle-class Rio Rancho and Northwest Albuquerque are less diverse than the region as a whole.

FIG. 14. PERCENT WHITE BY CENSUS TRACT

Areas of rural sprawl and certain areas of middle-class tract
development are far less diverse than other portions of the
region.
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Implications for Future Regional Planning and Development
What we are witnessing in Albuquerque, as in many other metropolitan
areas, is the emergence of a new regional landscape covering vast amounts
of territory with new forms of urbanization. Whereas fifty or one hundred
years ago Albuquerque was a clearly delineated small town, it now seems to
be moving toward the "edgeless city" that Lang describes.
The enormous extent of urbanization during the past twenty-five years is
perhaps the most dramatic change from other historical periods. The region is undergoing rapid physical expansion at a rate far greater than the
growth in population. The urbanized area is also far less contiguous than
before. Leapfrog development is moving rapidly up and down the Rio Grande
Valley and over the Sandia Mountains to a variety oflocations quite distant
from the original urban downtown.
The region's development has recently taken on some historically unprecedented forms. Large areas oflow-density rural sprawl are emerging, as
well as large areas of incremental small-scale subdivision, middle-class tracts,
and commercial development. 21 Smaller upscale enclaves are on the rise,
although they are not expanding the existing grid -as with the affluent
Ridgecrest and Country Club neighborhoods prior to 1950- but creating
isolated pockets in the Northeast Heights and Rio Grande Valley. Meanwhile, the national movement for rethinking urban form known as New
Urbanism has yet to appear within newer parts of the Albuquerque region,
although it is influencing the character of central city revitalization.
The region's physical development correlates with certain demographic
conditions. Rural sprawl and upscale-fringe development are home to
wealthier, whiter populations than other areas within the region. Many areas of middle-class tracts, in Rio Rancho for example, are characterized by
this type of population as ~ell. Large households, presumably families with
children, are overwhelmingly located in newer housing on the urban fringe.
These spatial trends imply that some public values are being met-for
example the choice to live in a variety of suburban neighborhood typesbut these trends also raise the spectre of increased regional problems. These
include traffic congestion, increased resource use, loss of open space and
habitat, decline of older areas, and growing inequality. Better regional coordination and planning are needed if the region wants to manage its growth
in ways that meet these challenges. Because of the growing size and political fragmentation of the region, coordination is needed over an area of at
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least five counties (Bernalillo, Sandoval, Valencia, Santa Fe, and Torrance) as
well as the cities and towns within them. The current MRCOG includes all
of these jurisdictions except Santa Fe County, but has no authority over land
use planning. What little power the agency does have is control over transportation funding, which could potentially be used to stimulate different development patterns or provide incentives for better local land use planning. Such
action, however, requires strong political leadership, which has been lacking
to date. MRCOG may need to be reconstituted, other alliances of local governments formed, or a statewide smart-growth framework instituted for more
proactive planning of the region's future development.

Implications for Theory
A few observations can be made at this point about the Albuquerque region's
historical spatial development and various theories of regional growth and
character. First and foremost, the general characterization of the postmodern
urban region as "collage city," a pastiche of cultures, built forms, economic
activities, and land uses, holds true for Albuquerque. 22 The region contains
an increasing variety of physical forms that correlate with particular demographic enclaves. Further study of more detailed physical features would
almost certainly point out additional dimensions of this "collage." For example, Hispanic cultural landscapes and Native American pueblos are becoming enmeshed in patterns of suburban and exurban development
including new forms like gated subdivisions, McMansions, megachurches,
and ranchettes. The incremental subdivision pattern of development within
the Rio Grande Valley seems particularly prone to producing collage-like
landscapes due to its small parcels and historic mix of land uses.
The postmodern metropolitan region is also widely seen by political scientists as increasingly fragmented or collage-like in terms of governmental
jurisdiction. 2) This seems to be true to some extent for the Albuquerque
region. New cities such as Rio Rancho and new incarnations of old towns
like Belen, Los Lunas, and Bernalillo control increasing shares of development. In addition, the region's development has now spread over parts of six
counties (Bernalillo, Sandoval, Valencia, Santa Fe, Torrance, and Socorro).
However, the aggressive historical annexation of land by the city of Albuquerque has made this region far less fragmented in terms of municipal
jurisdiction than most others nationally. Viewed from the outside, this factor seems to bode well for future efforts to manage growth. In reality, even
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the relatively low degree of fragmentation here when combined with typical Sunbelt pro-growth politics has proven an enormous impediment to
such efforts.
Another main strand of regional theory focuses on the control of local
development by national or global capital, which often works through intermediaries. Local development, and by extension local landscapes, are seen as
battlegrounds between place-based social movements and increasingly global capital. 24 This perspective seems to hold true for the Albuquerque region,
although as in most U.S. metropolitan regions, the playing field is heavily
slanted toward minimally regulated development, making it relatively easy
for large national or international corporations to undertake large residential,
commercial, or industrial projects. Albuquerque historian V. B. Price believes
that the region's development debates have frequently been led by "boomers
and profiteers." According to Price, "Albuquerque as a unique place in the
American West might be close to having its spirit broken by New Mexico's
poverty, by 'globalized' and corporate design fads and junk architecture, by
sprawl, and by the swamping of generic-i.e. interchangeable, placelessdesign solutions."25 Historian Michael Logan has documented the historic
climate of boosterism and prodevelopment politics in the Albuquerque area,
including extensive links between city government and local developers and
a long tradition oflocal resistance to these alliances. Protests against city annexation of surrounding land began in the 1940S and were followed by the
rise of environmentalism and preservationism in the 1960s.26
As we ha~e seen, national or international flows of capital and power have
shaped the region's built landscape since its start. Examples include the creation of Spanish settlements in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
railroad-driven development in the late nineteenth century, federal government spending beginning in the 1940S, and an influx oflarge out-of-state development companies and new residents during the second half of the
twentieth century. The resources of these groups have usually been channeled into the most rapidly developing portion of the landscape, that is to say,
the urban fringe. The growing influx oflarge-scale production homebuilders
who construct middle-class tracts and upscale-fringe development appears to
be increasing the region's linkages with outside economic networks. This largescale mode of home production is relatively recent, arising in the United
States during the second half of the twentieth century.27
Because of its incremental nature, rural sprawl is more closely tied to
local capital, although here again much investment appears to be coming
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from outside the Albuquerque region through the actions of retirees, secondhome owners, and individual investors. Incremental small-scale development in the Rio Grande Valley is linked even more strongly to local,
historically rooted capital, in particular that oflongtime Hispanic families
who in many cases are subdividing land for family members or selling off
land that has been held within the family for generations. The current lawsuit between heirs of the Atrisco Land Grant and the owners of the Westland
Development Corporation, which took over management of the land grant
in the 1960s, is one example of occasional conflict between this local, historically rooted capital and national development interests.
Asserting local identity in the face of pro-growth capital from inside or
outside the state is likely to mean organizing political efforts to regulate
urban growth, preserve cultural landscapes in the Rio Grande Valley and
rural-fringe areas, limit development of big-box stores, preserve and restore
historic structures and neighborhoods, protect and restore the natural environment, and meet social needs like affordable housing and health care
that national corporations do not adequately address. In each of these areas,
local organizations and individuals are working to bring about change, but
have had limited success so far.
Finally, many theorists have emphasized the subjective dimensions of regional space. Edward W. Soja argues that there are several ways to conceptualize region. The first, following the work of Henri Lefebvre, advocates "spatial
practices" that reproduce "concrete forms" or actual built landscapes. This
empirical space is primarily what we have investigated in this paper. The
second regards subjectively conceived or imagined space, a perspective building in part on the cognitive mapping work of Kevin Lynch and Donald
Appleyard. The third, which Soja calls "Thirdspace," is a mixture of the dynamic interplay between the "real" and the subjectively experienced. 28
The second and third of these perspectives are important in that Albuquerque residents living in the different types of urban forms we have documented probably have substantially different perceptions of the region's
space, characteristics, and needs. Residents living in exurban sprawl to the
east of the mountains may not perceive themselves as part of the metropolitan area at all, and may have little personal or political commitment to
addressing the problems of the central city. Those living in upscale-fringe
neighborhoods in the Sandia foothills may not understand life in trailer
parks or historic, heavily Hispanic incremental subdivision neighborhoods
of the Rio Grande Valley, and vice versa. Additional research using cogni-
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tive mapping, interviews, surveys, or other methods would be required to
document these differences, their political implications, and the subjective
experience of regional space in general.
Conclusion
In the absence of more effective regional coordination to limit outward urban growth and promote certain types of development (New Urbanist fringe
and infill) over others, Albuquerque appears to be evolving into a regional
metropolis stretching over approximately twelve hundred square miles from
Belen on the south to Bernalillo on the north, and from the Laguna Pueblo
on the west to Moriarty on the east. Rural sprawl is likely to account for an
increasing amount of the regional landscape, with the East Mountain area
out to Moriarty becoming a vast, decentralized exurban landscape. Middleclass tracts on the West Side and incremental subdivision in Rio Grande
Valley areas will characterize much of this new growth. Demographic disparities are likely to intensify region wide if rural sprawl and upscale fringe
areas continue to attract White, relatively affluent residents. Valley infill
areas and those built before 1940 will contain disproportionate shares of
minority and low-income residents.
The overall picture of the region's spatial growth is extremely worrisome
for those concerned about the environmental, social, and practical effects of
recent development. Increasing demographic disparities and jurisdictional
fragmentation, although still lower in Albuquerque than in many other metropolitan areas, are also causes for concern. Based on this example, the regional city of the twenty-first century is likely to be one that gives individuals
many options for different types of suburban neighborhood form and location, but also creates enormous challenges for planning and governance.
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Old Towns Challenged by the Boom Town
THE VILLAGES OF THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE VALLEY AND THE
ALBUQUERQUE TRICENTENNIAL

Brian Luna Lucero

A

look through the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century records of San
Felipe de Neri Church in Albuquerque indicates that when the members of that church underwent the Catholic sacraments of baptism, confirmation, and marriage, they identified themselves by the specific towns where
they lived. Albuquerque boasted the main church in the area but most of
the people who underwent these rites did not consider the villa home. Instead, many named Barelas, Alameda, Los Griegos, Alburquerque, Los
Candelarias, Los Gallegos, Ranchos de Albuquerque, Los Duranes, Los
Poblanos, Ranchos de Atrisco, Atrisco, Los Padillas, Sanchez, or Pajarito as
their home. These Hispanic settlements once dotted the Middle Rio Grande
Valley, the area along the river between Sandia Pueblo and Isleta Pueblo.
From the late seventeenth century until the railroad arrived in the late nineteenth century, some of these villages grew relatively powerful and wealthy
while others dwindled and disappeared. The explosive growth of the latenineteenth-century railroad town called Albuquerque has trivialized the
history of these communities to historians and the public. Although the villages' histories have largely been ignored, their palpable presence in the
modern city complicates Albuquerque's simple story. On the occasion ofAlbuquerque's recent tricentennial, it is important to reflect on the histories of
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these villages, which were central to the identities of the first Hispano settlers in the Middle Rio Grande Valley.
Historians who have examined Albuquerque and other cities in the Spanish borderlands have largely adhered to periodization that separates the colonial era from the modern. This partition obfuscates history by neglecting
the conflicts, compromises, and changes that occurred in the transition from
Spanish and Mexican control to U.S. sovereignty. Additionally, by presenting borderlands settlements as either colonial Spanish outposts or modern
Sunbelt cities, historians have left the temporal space between these stages
empty. This failure to examine the tensions inherent in the changeover
from Spanish language, government, law, religion, and culture to their Anglo
American counterparts creates a false sense of continuity between the colonial and modern eras.'
Albuquerque, the modern American town built around the railroad depot after 1880, and Alburquerque, the villa at the center of a Spanish land
grant founded in 1706, are different places with distinct histories. zThe thousands of immigrants who came to Albuquerque after 1880 hardly acknowledged the pre-railroad Spanish-Mexican villages that clung to the river. They
perceived only an Anglo American railroad town surrounded by tributary
Hispanic and Pueblo villages. Therefore, most subsequent residents and
historians ofAlbuquerque have inaccurately regarded it as a single city with
an unbroken three-hundred-year history. Before 1880 the population and
wealth of the valley were decentralized. People identified themselves by
their home villages and the families that dominated those settlements. Residents of the Middle Rio Grande Valley considered Alburquerque as one of
a dozen villages along the river, and often not the most important one. The
Villa de Alburquerque was by no means destined to become the preeminent metropolis of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Were it not for the somewhat arbitrary placement of the railroad station near Alburquerque's plaza,
any of the valley's villages could have lent its name to New Mexico's supreme city.
Alburquerque was neither the only settlement founded in the Middle
Rio Grande Valley nor was it the first. Some Spaniards established claims to
lands shortly after the expedition oOuan de Onate brought settlers and soldiers to the area in the late sixteenth century. This experience was true of
Atrisco, which the Duran y Chaves family founded in the early seventeenth
century, and of Barelas, which began as an estancia near a natural river
crossing belonging to the Varela family in the 1660s. 3
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ATRISCO CHAPEL, CA. 1900

(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
197 8 .°5°,53 6 )

To facilitate settlement of the Middle Rio Grande Valley following the
reconquest of rebellious Pueblos in 1692, the Spanish government distributed
most ofthe land in the valley to settlers as land grants. This strategy of resettlement descended from Spanish law governing colonization. The practice, which
originates in Roman law, was forged when Spain reclaimed the Iberian Peninsula from the Moors. Towns stood as strategically important strongholds
and colonizing centers for the Spanish. To fortify reclaimed territory, the crown
granted a frontier town's citizens collective control of the lands surrounding
them. The Spanish monarchs legally protected these lands against encroachment and usurpation by both nobles and commoners. 4
Land grants in New Mexico served a similar purpose. They promoted
population of a sparsely inhabited frontier and served as a buffer to protect
Spanish settlements and trade routes from Navajo, Ute, and Apache raiders.
Both communities and individuals could acquire grants. Each family in a
community grant received an allotment ofland for its home and at least one
field for cultivation of subsistence crops. They also obtained the right to use
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ejidos (unallotted land) collectively with the rest of the community for pasture, watering livestock, grazing, wood collecting, hunting, and gathering.
After a specified period of occupancy, a settler owned his or her allotments
and could sell them. The unallotted common land could never be sold. It
belonged in perpetuity to the entire community.'
Individuals could be given a grant for special service to the crown. Conquistadors and their lieutenants often enjoyed such rewards. The grantee
accepted the land on the condition that he would improve it, defend it, and
establish settlers on it. After a specified period of development and occupation, a grantee gained full legal possession of the grant. The grantee could
sell it after this period, but in New Mexico, during both the Spanish and
Mexican eras, private grants were normally not sold if occupied by settlers. 6
In the decades after Spanish resettlement, colonists divided the Middle
Rio Grande Valley into five land grants: Alameda, Elena Gallegos, Villa de
Alburquerque, Atrisco, and Pajarito. Each of these grants contained several
villages within them. These villages stood as the foundation of personal identity of the Hispano residents of the valley until the late nineteenth century.
Spanish settlers established the first of these grants at Atrisco. In 1692
Diego de Vargas, captain of the mission to reconquer New Mexico, bestowed a tract on the west side of the river to Fernando Duran y Chaves in
recognition of his service and his family's claim to the area prior to the
Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Duran y Chaves took formal possession of the grant
in 17°3.7 Over the next century, settlers founded several small villages on
the grant in addition to the main Atrisco plaza. Primary among these was
Ranchos de Atrisco, which came to be known as Armijo after a prosperous
Zacatecas family that settled there in the early eighteenth century.8
In 1694 the Spanish government conferred another grant in the Rio
Grande Valley to Diego Montoya as a prize for his aid in the reconquest.
After losing the original grant papers while traveling, Montoya asked to have
the grant affirmed again in 1712. Montoya's grant abutted grants to the village of Alameda and Sandia Pueblo on its north side, the Villa de Alburquerque on the south, the Rio Grande on the west, and the Sandia Mountains
on the east. It encompassed seventy thousand acres including river bottomlands and ejidos on the east mesa and Sandia foothills. 9 Montoya's son transferred the grant to Elena Gallegos de Gurule around 1716, and the tract
became known as the Elena Gallegos Grant. 1O Her descendants remained
on the grant for generations. Nearly all the Gurules in the valley lived on
the Elena Gallegos Grant through the nineteenth century.1I As was true of
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most other families in the valley, the Gurules' identity was tied to a land
grant. Settlers established several villages on the grant, most of which bore
the name of prominent families including Los Gallegos, Los Griegos, Los
Candelarias, and Los Poblanos (named after the Ortega family from Puebla,
Mexico). Largest among these was Los Ranchos de AlburquerqueY
In April 1706, the governor of New Mexico, Francisco Cuervo y Valdes,
founded Alburquerque across the Rio Grande from Atrisco. 1J The governor
declared Alburquerque to be a villa (town), thus defining it in the Spanish
administrative hierarchy. A villa was larger than a pueblo (village), but smaller
than a ciudad (city). There were no ciudades in New Mexico; villas were
the largest settlements in the territory. By declaring Alburquerque a villa,
Cuervo y Valdes hoped to make it a center of trade, government, religion,
and regional defense. Such standing was not allotted to new settlements
arbitrarily. Spanish law required at least thirty families and a priest to found
a villa. 14 That stipulation was a tall order on the sparsely populated frontier
of eighteenth-century New Mexico. Evidence suggests that Cuervo yValdes
inflated the population of the new town in order to classify it as a villa. He
also exaggerated progress made in the construction of the San Felipe church
on Alburquerque's plaza. 15
Alburquerque was in the same class as Santa Fe, Santa Cruz, and El
Paso, the only other villas in New Mexico. This bureaucratic distinction
concerned the villagers in the rest of the valley in that the priest and alcalde
who oversaw religious and legal matters in the valley were in Alburquerque.
As a villa, Alburquerque was allowed a garrison of ten soldiers to protect the
town and its citizens. Within a year of the villa's founding, the governor
decided that it did not command the trade or hold the population required
for special protection and transferred the troops to posts of more strategic
importance. 16
In 1710 Francisco Montes Vigil petitioned the governor to create the
Alameda Grant north ofAlburquerque on the west side of the river. It spanned
between the northern boundary of Alburquerque and the southern boundary of Sandia Pueblo-about four Spanish leagues. The river delineated the
grant's eastern border, and the ridge dividing the watersheds of the Rio
Grande and the Rio Puerco defined its western edge. Within a decade,
settlers established villages on the grant at Alameda and Corrales. '7
Sometime before 1746, the Spanish Crown conferred land south of
Atrisco, known as Pajarito, to Josefa Baca. The first record of the Pajarito
Grant is in Baca's will of 1746. Upon her death, she gave the grant stretch-
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ing from Atrisco in the north to the village of Los Padillas in the south and
from the Rio Grande to the Rio Puerco to her son Capt. Antonio Baca. In
the 1750S, he conveyed it to Clemente Gutierrez, who had married his niece
Apolonia Baca. 18 The reasons for the primary grant to senora Baca have been
lost along with the original grant documents.
The settlers of the five land grants of the Middle Rio Grande Valley
founded villages and increased their population over the rest of the eighteenth century. In 1790 the Spanish government counted this population in
a census of its territory in northern New Spain. This record provides the
best single snapshot of the demographic composition of the villages of the
Middle Rio Grande Valley and the general economic patterns in the valley.
Farmers populated the settlements north of Alburquerque. There were few
ranchers and little diversity of occupations among the other documented
inhabitants. The northern villages, standing close together, lacked access to
the large pastures needed to support ranching in the high desert. Most residents of these villages were subsistence farmers living in small households.
Some who lacked sufficient land worked as farmhands on the large estates.
Among the northern villages, Alameda excepted this pattern because it had
a community grant and more land than other villages on which to graze
livestock. '9
The villages south ofAlburquerque were different from those to the north
in 1790. Census takers counted people in the southern villages separately
from Alburquerque residents. Although the villages were administratively
connected to the Villa de Alburquerque and San Felipe churc~, census
administrators saw them as distinct entities. The census identifies four small
plazas under Atrisco's dominion and notes Pajarito and Los Padillas as individual towns. Atrisco, Pajarito, and Los Padillas had nearly three times as
many ranchers as all the villages to the north of them. The three villages
also had more carders, spinners, and weavers to support the sheep ranchers
than all other communities. 20 Access to pasture lands allowed the southern
villages to raise sheep and cattle in addition to subsistence crops. The wool,
hides, and meat from the livestock provided the foundation of prosperity for
the wealthy families of these settlements.
Pajarito was economically better off than its neighbors to the north in the
late eighteenth century. It was the valley's center of wealth and home to
moneyed families. The census shows that the only merchant of the valley
lived there: don Jose Mariano de la Pena, a native of Mexico City, who was
married to dona Manuela de la Soledad Gutierrez, daughter of Clemente
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Gutierrez and Apolonia Baca, holders of the Pajarito Grant. Their household held nine people including three servants, a class rarely listed in homes
to the north. The Pena-Gutierrez family was not alone in its prosperity.
Pajarito claimed many more residents with the respectful titles of don or
dona than any of the other villages. These luminaries were the heads of
wealthy ranching families, some with very large households of extended
family and servants. Many of these elite belonged to the Gutierrez family,
who controlled most of the wealth and land in Pajarito. 21
Pajarito had many more servants than any other village. Most counted
households had at least one; those that did not employ any servants were
most often the households of servants themselves. Apaches, Comanches,
and Utes comprised most of the servants in Pajarito. They were probably
captives redeemed through rescate (charitable rescue). The presence ofthese
Natives shows that Pajarito households possessed the wealth to purchase
captives and support them as servants. 22
Ranchers dominated the population of Los Padillas. As expected, Padilla
was the most common family name there, although there were also many
Chavezes. Similar to Pajarito, Los Padillas contained exceptionally large
households. For example, rancher Tomas Chaves and his wife Maria Josefa
Padilla had five sons, two daughters, and three servants living with them.
Domingo Chaves and Maria Manuela Aguirres had six sons, two daughters,
a sister, a niece, and an Apache servant in their home. Padilla was second
only to Pajarito in the number of servants in its households. Many of the
families in Los Padillas held significant wealth. Few of the household heads,
however, commanded the titles of don or dona 23
In the Middle Rio Grande Valley as a whole, Hispanos developed an
identity centered on the villages where they lived and worked. Some of the
clearest indicators of this fact are baptismal records. These records provide
valuable historical data on Hispano children and ransomed Indian captives
as well as their parents, guardians, and godparents. Compadrazgo (godparenthood) was a vital social institution for the Middle Rio Grande Valley villagers. A form of ritual kinship that allowed villagers to choose with whom they
would develop a familial bond, compadrazgo bound individuals to one another in a relationship of mutual obligations and privileges. When parents
or guardians baptized a child or novice, they selected another couple as
compadres (coparents). The role of compadre was a sacred one because
compadres were supposed to care for the child if the parents died as well as
ensure that the child or novice received a good Christianeducation. Z4 Within
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the web of compadrazgo stretched across the Middle Rio Grande Valley in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we can discern how people identified themselves and their homes.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, villagers from Armijo to
Alameda traveled to the church of San Felipe de Neri in Alburquerque for
the sacrament of baptism. Villagers from Pajarito and Los Padillas generally
went to San Agustin at Isleta Pueblo. The records at each church include
the name of the person baptized, his or her parents, godparents, and sometimes grandparents.15 They also often include the home village of some or
all of these people. For example, Vicente Antonio Beitia, baptized in 1775,
was listed as "Spanish of Atlixco [Atrisco],,; Antonio Jose Armijo, baptized
in 1847, was" of Los Ranchos de Atrisco"; Maria Francisca Griego, baptized
in 1787, was "Spanish of Los Griegos"; and Juan Nepomuceno Alire, baptized in 1846, and his parents, grandparents, and godparents, were "all citizens of Alameda."26 At San Augustin, Manuela Antonia Padilla "of Los
Padillas" was baptized in 1761, and Juana Rosa Gutierrez, a "Spanish of
Paxarito [Pajarito]," was baptized in 1774. 27

LOS GRIEGOS PLAZA,

1883

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.

000-119-°794)
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These entries in the church records indicate that the village, rather than
nation, colony, or villa, was the most important element of New Mexican
Hispano identity throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The
home villages of these children, their parents, and their godparents were important enough to the people of the valley to record. When asked where they
were from, the families baptizing their children did not identify themselves as
residents of the jurisdiction of the Villa de Alburquerque or the Mission of
Isleta or the province of Nuevo Mexico; they declared Gallegos, Barelas,
Alameda, Los Griegos, Alburquerque, Los Candelarias, Tome, Ranchos de
Albuquerque, Los Duranes, Los Poblanos, Los Garcias, Ranchos de Atrisco,
Atrisco, Los Padillas, Pajarito, Belen, Los Chavez, Los Lunas, Los Lentes,
Sabinal, or Jarales as homes to themselves and their families. Such varied
assertions of home village demonstrate the diversity and decentralization of
personal identities through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In addition to revealing the diversity of personal identity in the valley,
baptismal records also illustrate insularity among the villages. In entries
that indicate the home village of godparents, most were from the same village as the parents. Occasionally, parents did choose godparents from a different village. In these cases, the villages were usually not far apart. Thus,
children from Los Griegos often had godparents from Los Duranes and
vice versa. Other frequently connected pairs were Alburquerque-Barelas,
Los Ranchos-Corrales, Los Griegos-Los Poblanos, Los Duranes-Los
Candelarias, and Alameda-Corrales. Parents often chose compadres from
members of their extended families who had settled in a neighboring village. These connections demonstrate some intermarriage between villages.
People were not only choosing godparellts from the next village up the road,
they were also finding spouses there. 28 The ritual kinship forged through
compadrazgo reinforced the village as a central element of personal identity and simultaneously tied families and villages to one another. These ties
persisted despite political and economic changes.
In 1821 New Mexico won its independence from Spain along with the
rest of Mexico. The frontier territory, however, was too remote from the
center of power in Mexico City to playa role in the struggle for independence. Likewise, independence caused little political change perceptible
to villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The real change in the valley
that year was economic. Independent Mexico allowed the frontier territories to trade with the United States, a practice prohibited under Spanish
rule. This commerce, known as the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade, created
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tremendous opportunities for the wealthy families of the valley and gave
common villagers access to more manufactured goods at lower prices. Although it connected the valley to a global economic system, the Santa FeChihuahua Trade remained in the control oflocal Hispano merchants who
skillfully profited from the new prospects offered by independence. 29
The year after independence, the ayuntamiento of Alburquerque conducted a census. The census listed 2,302 people living in the Middle Rio
Grande Valley. Farmers and day laborers still dominated the valley in 1822.
Of 450 household heads whose occupations are listed, these two categories
accounted for 418 of them. The rest consisted of 15 merchants, 13 craftsmen,
3 teachers, and 1 priest. 30 The villages had expanded since the last census in
1790, now including teachers and artisans, but it is clear that they were still
primarily rural communities occupied with subsistence.
At the conclusion of the U.S.-Mexico War in 1848, New Mexico, along
with 525,000 square miles of Mexican territory, passed into the possession of
the United States. Again the shift ofsovereignty scarcely affected the day-today lives of the villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Spanish remained
the language of public discourse, both personal and legal. The established
merchant families maintained. their economic domination. Social life and
politics continued in the territory, which was as remote to Washington, D.C.,
as it had been to Mexico City.
The first U.S. census of the territory counted eleven villages in the Middle
Rio Grande Valley. Their populations ranged from 160 in Duranes to 1,203
in Alburquerque. 31 The census includes data on occupation and assets and
shows that the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade had made merchants the wealthiest residents of the villages. The estates of Alburquerque's seventeen merchants ranged from $82,000 in value to $2,100. In fact the wealthiest valley
merchants did not live in Alburquerque. The richest man at the time was
Jose Leandro Perea of Alameda, whose estate was valued at an opulent
$225,000. His household included seven servants. Second on the list was
MarianoYrisarri of Los Ranchos-'-worth $213,320-who employed eleven
servants. 32 The successful merchants generated this wealth by carefully investing in the Santa Fe-Chihuahua Trade that passed through the valley as
it connected northern Mexico to the United States and east coast ports.
They continued to expand their wealth through mercantile operations in
the valley and farther south.J3 Although Alburquerque was the site of a U.S.
Army post, the village was not the center of wealth in the valley. The Armijos,
Gutierrezes, Pereas, and Yrisarris were all connected to the valley through
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land granted to their ancestors. Families tended to stay in one village for
generations, so their wealth became tied to that village. Wealthy merchants
had no need to leave their ancestral homes. They could cart goods to the
army post in Alburquerque or anywhere else in the region. Wealth flowed
back to them and their heirs in the villages, which were the centers of their
economic power and family life.
In 1860 the Middle Rio Grande Valley was still full of farmers, ranchers,
and day laborers, who together accounted for more than 80 percent of the
occupations listed in the census. Although less wealthy than the merchants,
some of the farmers and ranchers were relatively prosperous with estates
worth near $20,000. More common were estates worth $100 to $800, and
often, no property value was listed at all. More practitioners of skilled trades
lived in the valley during the territorial period than in the Spanish or Mexican periods. Several villages had one or two blacksmiths. The census shows
clerks in all villages with merchants. Alburquerque even claimed a tailor.
There were also more servants in all of the villages during this period than
in either the Spanish or Mexican periods. The census includes Indian servants with the same last names as their masters. These were examples of
criados (captured Native children raised in Hispano families); their existence indicates that rescate continued to thrive under u.S. sovereignty.34
These data show that the Middle Rio Grande Valley had changed since
the eighteenth century. That change was radical, but gradual. With access
to broader markets as a territory of the United States, the wealthy residents
of the valley were able to develop lucrative merchant and freighting enterprises. The few households worth hundreds of thousands of dollars and
employing both Hispano and Indian servants reflected this conversion. The
mass of farmers and laborers shared in this wealth to a very small degree,
remaining subsistence farmers. Another notable change from the SpanishMexican era was the large number of non-Hispanos around the Alburquerque
plaza. Most of these Anglos were U.S. Army officers and enlisted men garrisoned in a post on the west side of the plaza. They comprised nearly onethird of the population of Alburquerque.
The federal regulars of the Alburquerque garrison represented the military power of the United States, but they did not exert any real political or
economic power as individuals. Few of them had any property. Some had
their families with them, but nearly all left the valley when their service
ended. Collectively, the contracts for the supplies the soldiers required were
an economic boon to the valley merchants who could fulfill them.
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With the exception of the soldiers in Alburquerque, the valley remained
ethnically homogenous. Nearly all of the residents of villages outside
Alburquerque were born in New Mexico. Villagers of Mexican birth formed
the largest minority. New Mexican Hispanos made up the vast majority of
the population, owned nearly all the land, and held most of the wealth in the
valley. In 1860 Hispanos were still very much in control of the valley. They
were the producers of food, wool, and livestock. The means of that production, the land they had held for centuries, unquestionably still belonged to
them. Hispano merchants remained a vital link in the trade among Europe,
the United States, and Northern Mexico. 35
The 1860 census also reveals how small the villages of the valley were
compared to other population centers of New Mexico. The largest,
Alburquerque, had one quarter of the population of Santa Fe and one half
that of Mesilla. Other New Mexico towns that had more people than Alburquerque included Santa Gertrudis, Arroyo Seco, El Fernando, El Llano, El
Rancho, and Zuni Pueblo. 36 On the eve of the American Civil War, it was
by no means evident or necessary that Alburquerque would become the
preeminent New Mexican metropolis of the twentieth century.
Modernity steamed into New Mexico in 1878 when the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad (AT&SF) pushed into the territory. Railroads played
an immense role in New Mexico's history but they were not established to
benefit the territory. The federal government that authorized them, the businessmen who invested in them, and the engineers who directed their construction aimed to connect the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Ocean. New
Mexico was just a link in the track. The territory could provide revenue from
freight and passenger traffic to other points along the line, but tapping that
revenue was a secondary concern. The backers of the railroad desired to push
the line through the territory as quickly and efficiently as possible.
The priorities of the AT&SF became clear as it approached Las Vegas,
New Mexico, in 1879. The company presented an offer to the town: the
railroad line would pass through in exchange for ten thousand dollars in
cash, a right-of-way through the town, thirty acres of land for a depot and
repair station, and one-half interest in a four-hundred-acre addition to the
town. The railroad expected Las Vegas, and all the towns in New Mexico
through which it might pass, to pay for the privilege of its presence. Newspaper editor William McGuiness feared what the railroad's coming to
Alburquerque would mean: "Now if that company asks so much frama
town laying directly upon the route of its road ... what must Albuquerque
be prepared to do if she wants a finger in the pie?"37
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Although the Middle Rio Grande Valley had established commercial
links to the Santa Fe Trail and the Camino Real at villages like Alburquerque,
Alameda, and Pajarito, the engineers of the AT&SF did not initially consider any of them as a hub for the new rail line. They first approached Jose
Leandro Perea, patriarch ofthe leading family in Bernalillo and the wealthiest
man in the territory. AT&SF officials opened negotiations to purchase land
from Perea to build a rail depot and repair shops for $3 per acre. Wishing to
protect his own freighting business, he offered to sell at no less than $425
per acre. The railroad company negotiators responded icily. They would
not tolerate ultimatums and quickly ended negotiations with Perea. They
took a stagecoach south to find a settlement more accommodating to the
company.38 The New Mexico Town Company, a cadre of three Albuquerque speculators who were accumulating marshy farmland east of the villa,
was open to deal on the railroad's terms. The company deeded a tract to the
railroad for $1 in exchange for one-half the profits from the sale of the land
not used for the depot and shops.39
The tracks of the AT&SF changed the physical layout of the Middle Rio
Grande Valley as swiftly as they altered economic conditions. They cleaved

BARELAS CHURCH, CA. 1900

(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
1973.012.027)
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the old village of Barelas, just south of Alburquerque, in two. They cut
through the village's agricultural fields, separating them from the essential
water of the acequia madre (main irrigation canal). This division ended
Barelas's life as an agricultural village near the river crossing. Although it
destroyed the agricultural infrastructure of the village, the AT&SF provided
the basis for a new economic role for Barelas with the construction of a
roundhouse and locomotive repair shops on the west side of the tracks. The
farmers of Barelas took up wage labor for the railroad. Such jobs also drew
migrants from other Hispano villages in New Mexico, as well as immigrants
from Mexico, Germany, and the eastern United States, to the community.
By 1890 the AT&SF shops employed over nine hundred men and the village of Barelas had grown from fewer than two hundred to more than twelve
hundred households. 40

ALBUQUERQUE RAILROAD DEPOT, 1880s

The Albuquerque railroad station sits next to buildings under
construction on First Street. Canvas tents provide shelter to a rapidly
growing population in the background.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.
000-119-5 64)
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The railroad not only altered the valley's existing villages, it also created
a new one. The town of Albuquerque began growing around the depot on
the day that the first train carrying construction materials arrived. This town
was named for the Villa de Alburquerque, which lay in a bend of the river
two miles to the west. The common name shared by the town around the
depot and the villa, and the fact that both the depot and the plaza have been
in the same city for at least two generations have led most people, including
many historians, to think of them as one city sharing one history.4! This
belief is not true. Alburquerque and Albuquerque, respectively Old Town
and New Town, are distinct entities. They have very different histories and
were founded for very different reasons. Alburquerque was the largest plaza
in a centuries-old network of villages that ran along the river. Conversely,
Anglos recently arrived to the territory established and ran the AT&SF depot
in Albuquerque. By casting Albuquerque as a natural nineteenth-century
outgrowth of Alburquerque, historians have created a false impression of
continuity and connection that denies the pre-railroad villages of the Middle
Rio Grande Valley proper historical recognition.
Although the new railroad town was called Albuquerque, it had nothing
to do with the old Spanish village near the river. It was not an outpost of the
old settlement, nor was it populated by families from the valley. No one
from the village even consented to the depot's use of its name. Albuquerque
was established in spite ofAlburquerque. The AT&SF simply took the name
of the nearest village for its town around the depot. As we have seen,
Bernalillo could have become the supreme city of New Mexico. Conceivably, after Perea's rejection, the railroad could have found a suitable spot for
its facilities a little farther north or south, and the prime city of the state
would have been called Atrisco, Barelas, Pajarito, or Alameda.
A conflict that occurred soon after the arrival of the railroad illustrates
that Albuquerque and Alburquerque were two different settlements. On 10
February 1881, the U.S. Post Office chartered a station in the new town.
Immediately a problem arose. Mail addressed to Albuquerque could be sent
to the office near the tracks or to the decades-old one on the plaza. A postal
inspector decided the best way to resolve the situation was to shut down the
old office and let the new one handle all mail addressed to Albuquerque.
This solution was horribly inconsiderate toward the residents and merchants
of Alburquerque, but the decision demonstrates the attitude of the federal
government regarding the villages of the valley. The U.S. government saw
no need to inconvenience the business of the railroad to accommodate an

NEW TOWN POST OFFICE, CA. 1890

The Albuquerque Guards, a volunteer militia from New
Albuquerque, stand in front of the post office.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University

of New

Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.

000-119- 0 59 2 )

OLD· TOWN POST OFFICE, 1880s

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University
no. 000-119-0587)

of New

Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection,
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old Spanish town. The government legitimized the new town at the expense of the old. It even allowed the two-year-old railroad town to pirate the
identity of the two-hundred-year-old village. 42
The loss of the post office infuriated longtime residents of the old Spanish villa. Through petitions and pressure on the territorial delegation in
Washington, D.C., they were able to get the post office reopened. The postal
service addressed the problem of two towns with the same name by affirming the name Albuquerque for the' railroad depot and declaring that old
Alburquerque would thenceforth be called Armijo. Controversy over the
imposed name change continued for several years more until the postal
service crafted a compromise. In 1886 the federal department officially named
the east office near the depot New Albuquerque and the plaza station Old
Albuquerque. This settlement worked well for the populace of both
Albuquerques, for the residents of both had begun calling the settlements
around the plaza Old Town and those near the depot New TownY
The displite over the mail represents more than a dilemma of a town
split by the arrival of the railroad. The influx of immigrants brought by the
railroad radically remade the villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The
resolution of the postal episode shows that the new immigrants had both
the power of the railroad and the recognition of the federal government
behindthem. These real and symbolic assets gave them the temerity to take
anything, even something as essential as a community's name. By taking
Alburquerque's name, these new valley residents w~re not only showing the
power to alter the traditions and landscape of the v~lley at their whim, they
were also legitimizing themselves by appropriating the identity ofthe valley's
traditional center of commercial and religious life. If the AT&SF had named
its station in the Middle Rio Grande Valley after one of its engineers or
financiers; as it did at other points along its route, would the tremendous
schism between the old Hispano villages and the new Anglo town be more
evident to modern citizens and historians of the city?44
Albuquerque merchant Franz Huning's granddaughter, Lina Fergusson
Browne, recalled the two very different towns named Albuquerq~e that she
knew in her youth at the end of the nineteenth century:
Old Town, where Spanish was the prevailing language, was ... called
Mexican . ... With the coming of the railroad in 1880 New Town soon
became the business center of Albuquerque while Old Town withdrew
into its own past. ... The Old Town Plaza was ... a quiet, charming,
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typically Mexican plaza, across-the-border in feeling.... New Town
was something very different. Here one had crossed back into the
U.S.A. It looked much like the setting for any typical Western. 45
Browne's description illustrates the profound change the Middle Rio
Grande Valley experienced after 1880. Alburquerque and the other villages of
the valley were a very different place than Albuquerque. The centuries-old
plaza rapidly became so far removed from the primary business of the city
that it seemed to be a quaint foreign land. Only when she was among the
buildings around the depot did Browne feel in her own country. As a member
of an Anglo family profoundly conscious of the cultural landscape of the valley, she might have related to the old villages by the river. Instead, she felt she
was crossing a border when she traveled the two miles to the old plaza.
By 1880 Browne's grandfather had lived in Alburquerque for more than
thirty years; he understood the villages and the Hispanos of the valley. Known

NEW TOWN,

1881

This view of Albuquerque looks northwest from the railroad tracks.
The depot is in the right foreground. The stately building in the
middle distance is the Armijo House, New Albuquerque's first hotel
building. Note the wood frame structure under construction on the
left and the tents pitched on the right.

(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Cobb Memorial Collection, no.
000-119-555)
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to many Hispanos as Francisco Huning, he spoke German at home and
Spanish at work. He never mastered English. 46 If Huning's granddaughter
saw Alburquerque as a foreign land, imagine how it appeared to the eyes of
an outsider who had no connections to the Hispano families and villages of
the valley. Thousands of such outsiders populated the burgeoning modern,
industrial Anglo American town that was plucked up in the East, transplanted to the Middle Rio Grande Valley, and named Albuquerque. The
longtime residents of the valley, with their Hispano traditions, landscape,
and laws, seemed exotic to the newly arrived Anglos.
The villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley saw the land that had
been home to their families for centuries rapidly change. The railroad radically shifted the distribution of people in the valley. The population of the
valley changed little between 1860 and 1870. Alburquerque lost the army
post, but grew by one hundred more people; Alameda lost just one person
in those ten yearsY After the arrival of the AT&SF in 1880, the population
of Albuquerque exploded dramatically. By 1890 most of the villages had
grown only slightly. The one that did see a significant change was Barelas,
which grew from 309 people in 1870 to 642 in 1890. Laborers who came to
work in the nearby AT&SF yards doubled the population of Barelas in just
twenty years. 48
The most rapid population growth occurred in New Albuquerque. The
town did not exist in 1870, but by 1890 it had 3,785 residents, more than
twice as many people as in Alburquerque that same year. 49 This census shows
a demographic shift in the structure of the valley. In 1870 the valley was still
dedicated to farming and ranching. Most residents were natives with deep
family connections to land grant villages. By 1890 these people had become
a dwindling majority almost outnumbered by the immigrant population of
Albuquerque. The trend is evident across the county. In 1870 Bernalillo
County was home to 7,591 people; that number had nearly tripled to 20,913
by 1890.50 Newcomers who did not recognize the history of Hispano settlement in the valley were quickly overrunning the families who had lived
there for centuries.
The Koch map ofAlbuquerque shows the way that newcomers perceived
the Middle Rio Grande Valley after 1880. The railroad depot that did not
exist six years previously is at the center of the map. Surveyors divided the
land all around the depot into a grid of streets in anticipation of the arrival
of thousands of new residents. Koch acknowledges the Alburquerque plaza
in the distance of the upper right of the map, but omits any of the other
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BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF ALBUQUERQUE, BY AUGUSTUS KOCH,

1886

This map shows the radical shift in perspective of the valley after the
railroad's arrival. The new depot centers the image while the old
villa provides a distant backdrop.

villages in the valley. The families and settlements that had occupied the
.valley for two centuries simply do not exist from the perspective of the Koch
map. Their domain is cartographically empty, just a blank white field where
the railroad town may expand in the future.
The railroad was ultimately both beneficial and detrimental to the villagers of the Middle Rio Grande Valley. By connecting the villages to the
rest of the nation, the railroad granted villagers larger markets and more
low-priced manufactured goods than the Santa Fe trade ever provided. Although villagers found they had increasing access to the rest of the country,
they could not have overlooked the fact that the rest of the country had
expanded access to and interest in New Mexico land. Thousands of newcomers unfamiliar with the traditions of the people and the valley rode the
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train into town and found they did not have to work within the Hispano
system of patronage in the way earlier immigrants like Franz Huning did.
The railroad, backed by the federal government, reorganized the political,
economic, and social space of the valley.
The railroad made New Mexico more accessible to investors and speculators who wanted to buy land in the new territory than had the wagon
route. The resultant land rush clarified the discrepancies between land laws
of Spanish and English origin. English land systems used in the United
States laid an imaginary grid over a landscape to create marketable units of
land. Accurate measurement and documentation (and fencing) of property was essential so that each landholder could know exactly what he
owned 5 ! Anglo land systems emphasized the individual farmstead as a basic

STREETCAR ·AT FIRST STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE,

1885

The mule-drawn streetcar carried passengers between the railroad
depot and the plaza.
(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum Photograph Archive, no.
1980.020.002)
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economic unit. 52 Hispano land systems considered the village or land grant
to be the basic unit of settlement. These systems demarcated land with metes
and bounds, relating boundaries to tangible objects on the surface of the
earth rather than imaginary survey lines. There was also a clear element of
community interdependence ingrained in the Spanish land system, especially on land grants. Land grant communities shared plazas, water sources,
pasture lands, and forests that provided subsistence for the entire community. The English system had no comparable communal ownership.53 The
Anglo and Spanish-Mexican systems of land use and ownership clashed in
New Mexico in the nineteenth century, impeding the designs of the U.S.
government and its economic agents to incorporate the territory fully into
the national body politic and economic system.
In order to determine the validity and provenance of Spanish and Mexican land claims in New Mexico, Congress established the Court of Private
Land Claims (CPLC) in 1891.54 In this court, Alburquerque sought to legitimize the villa's Spanish grant. The original grant defined the plaza as the
center of the settlement with boundaries one league in each cardinal direction from that point. This territory included the valuable land under New
Albuquerque. The CPLC's endorsement could be secured with original
granting documents from 1706. No copies of these documents were known
to exist. Nonetheless, the court approved the grant on the basis of secondary
evidence, but that victory was short-lived. Congress, responsible for final
confirmation of any land claim, reversed the decision. Thus, the railroad
town ultimately won the domain and the future of the city. 55
Atrisco fared better in the court. After years of struggle and unclear resolutions, the CPLC confirmed its grant. An official survey showed that the
Atrisco Grant covered nearly eighty-three thousand acres between the Rio
Grande and the Rio Puerco. Atrisco has persevered under the control of the
descendents of the original grantees. 56
The Elena Gallegos Grant also sought adjudication by the CPLC.
Donaciano Gurule, a descendant of Gallegos, represented the community
in the suit. The grant originally encompassed nearly seventy thousand acres.
The U.S. government confirmed it at thirty-five thousand. 5i The southern
boundary of Elena Gallegos was the northern boundary of the confirmed
Villa de Alburquerque Grant. These two grants (if the Alburquerque Grant
had held up) would have covered most of the east side of the valley.
Tomas Gutierrez, Frank Hubbell, J. Felipe Hubbell, and Mariano Otero
represented the community of Pajarito in the CPLC. As their names indi-
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MAP OF LAND GRANTS

cate, they were connected to old and powerful families in Pajarito. Frank and
J. Felipe Hubbell were sons ofJames Hubbell and Juliana Gutierrez, wealthy
pre-railroad freighters and traders. Tomas Gutierrez was a great-great grandson of Clemente Gutierrez and Apolonia Baca, holders of the grant. Without
documentation of the grant itself, the court confirmed Pajarito on the basis of
continuous occupation by the Gutierrez family and its descendants. As confirmed, it measured four miles from north to south and fourteen miles from
east to west, encompassing more than forty-five thousand acres. 58
Alameda also petitioned the CPLC for confirmation of its grant. As in
other cases, the residents of Alameda demonstrated the legitimacy of their
claim by showing that they were descendants of the Spanish colonists who
had been given the land in order to provide for their families. One of the
Alameda villagers, Antonio Jose Gonzales, had a direct connection to the
original Alameda colonists. He testified that he could name the land-holding
ancestors on his father's side back through his great-great grandfather. He
traced his lineage to Capt. Juan Gonzales, who had received the grant from
its original holder, Francisco Montes Vigil. One of the attorneys in the case
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questioned Gonzales on this knowledge: "How do you know all this about
your descendants?" Gonzales replied, "How do we all know of our own
descendants? I know because I know from whom I am descendant. My father made known to me who was my father, my grandfather, my great grandfather, and all the rest of them."59 This exchange shows that family heritage
and awareness of one's lineage remained essential parts of personal identity
in the Hispano villages of New Mexico into the twentieth century. The
court confirmed Alameda's grant. It covered the area between Sandia Pueblo
and Elena Gallegos, from the old bed of the Rio Grande (east of where it
ran in 1895) to the ridge dividing the watersheds of the Rio Grande and Rio
Puerco, an area of 24,187 acres. 60
Confirmation of land grants, however, could not stem the advent of a
new order in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. As Albuquerque continued to
grow explosively, it became more and more important as the center of economic and political life in the valley. The census of 1900 reveals that villages of the valley were experiencing slow growth if any at all. The 1900
population ofAlburquerque had actually dropped to 1,191 from 1,733 in 189°.61
Barelas was again the exception. In ten years, its population had doubled to
1,220. This growth rate is comparable to that experienced by Albuquerque,
which entered the twentieth century with a population of 6,238, up from
3,785 ten years earlier. Neither Alburquerque nor any of the other villages
except Barelas were experiencing growth at a rate anywhere near that of
Albuquerque's.62
The villages most adversely affected by the decisions of the CPLC were
those within the boundaries of the Villa de Alburquerque Grant: Alburquerque, Barelas, Los Duranes, Los Candelarias, and part of Los Griegos.
Without the legal protection of a grant, these villagers could only keep the
land under their houses and ad joining fields clearly connected to those households. The rest of the grant, which had been communal land, became public land. The villagers who were left without access to common lands lost
the ability to raise livestock that could provide more than mere subsistence
to their families. They faced a significant impediment to their ability to
make a reasonable living. The villages of the Villa de Alburquerque Grant
contained rich farmlands near the river that enticed speculators. This asset,
combined with the villagers' new poverty, made the land of this area particularly vulnerable to dispossession in the ensuing years.
Albuquerque's presence made Barelas an exceptional case among the
villages. The railroad disrupted land in Barelas more than in other villages
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because the train literally split the settlement in two. The division benefited
the community in the new economic arrangement of the valley that favored
Albuquerque and its railroad connection. Barelas attracted numerous workers after the AT&SF built its yards nearby. The influx of railroad workers to
the AT&SF shops buoyed Barelas's thriving community well into the twentieth century. The survival of the community, however, now depended on a
single employer. This contingency endangered its prominence among the
other villages. 63
The towns within the grants confirmed by the CPLC, Alameda, Elena
Gallegos, Atrisco, and Pajarito, were more secure from trespass and dispossession than those on unconfirmed grants. The heirs to the original grantees had legally recognized rights to the land they had traditionally held.
Under the American system, however, they had a tenuous grasp on the communallands that provided for the entire village. The ejidos and private lands
within the grants had been converted to marketable units under the American system. The security of the villagers' land and heritage relied on their
ability to act as a community and avoid divisiveness. That task would not be
easy in the new American system that emphasized individualism and undermined village coherence. 64
Although the Middle Rio Grande Valley had been under the jurisdiction of the United States since 1848, it was not until the closing decades of
the nineteenth century that the federal state was able to exercise political
and economic control over the villages of the valley. Land grant adjudication and the arrival of thousands of outsiders coincided to destabilize the
traditional villages. Some of the villagers found their legal land rights still
valid under the American system while some lost those rights. In all cases,
the villages of the Middle Rio Grande Valley faced a new system ofland use
that made it difficult for individuals to cooperate and hold a village together
through generations. The U.S. system changed the grants to fit American
ideals of individual plots of marketable land, which undermined the communal traditions of the villages. The grant system and Spanish-Mexican
inheritance laws had almost naturalized this communal cohesion. Villagers had every incentive to work with one another and to stay in their village
through generations. The loss of this system, combined with the pressure of
outsiders seeking an economic foothold in the area, jeopardized land that
was the basis of village communal life.
Before 1880 the residents of the Middle Rio Grande Valley considered
their villages to be distinct places. Each village had an identity that was
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linked to the families who lived there. From birth, personal identity was
rooted through the family to the village. Although railroad-borne immigrants who did not recognize the distinct valley villages rapidly flooded Albuquerque, they could not erase the village-based personal identity of the
area natives. That tie to the village is still evident today. Many citizens of the
city of Albuquerque who were born before World War II recall their childhoods in Armijo, Duranes, Pajarito, and Alameda, though their children
and grandchildren have grown up thinking they have lived nowhere else
but Albuquerque. A second population boom in the postwar years caused
the city to annex most of the villages, further eroding their distinct identities. The city has displayed historical amnesia during the celebration of its
tricentennial. Politicians, planners, and historians have imagined an unbroken line from Francisco Cuervo y Valdes to themselves, adopting the view
of cartographer Augustus Koch. The railroad town of Albuquerque was distantly connected to the Spanish plaza Alburquerque in the midst of a historical and spatial vacuum.
This imagined past of the tricentennial becomes evident if we make a
single hypothetical change to history: What if railroad executives had chosen a different name for their depot in the Middle Rio Grande Valley? If the
largest city in New Mexico were called Huning, would we be celebrating a
tricentennial? Would Albuquerque just be remembered as the name of a
neighborhood or elementary school? This exercise of the imagination demonstrates the need to acknowledge the full history of the city's past, the many
roots that existed in the valley before the railroad, and the degree of control
that the railroad town had in determining the valley's development.
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"En Unidad, Hay Poder"
COMMUNITY ACTIVISM AND ETHNICITY IN SOUTH MARTINEZTOWN,

1930-1974
Vanessa Macias

N

estled between downtown Albuquerque and Interstate 25 lies the small
Chicano community of South Martineztown. The neighborhood's
orderly streets go past a little grocery store, elementary school, park, and
rows of town homes with adobe fac;ades. Each morning elderly residents
greet each other on their walks, while parents hustle children through breakfast and off to the school bus. The residents come together to spread the
hushed glow of luminarias throughout the streets on Christmas Eve and to
pick up runaway weeds and forgotten clumps of trash every April. The neighborhood association addresses ordinary concerns like speeding cars along
the main thoroughfare. These day-to-day activities and shared experiences
could describe many neighborhoods in Albuquerque and the greater Southwest. This particular routine in South Martineztown conceals its residents'
triumphant struggle to preserve their homes and claim public space as proud
Chicano/as in a changing urban setting.
South Martineztown's survival in the face oflocal and regional change
is the product of a resilient, close-knit community that could support the
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organization of a dynamic neighborhood association, the Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown (CICM). In turn, the CICM's board of
directors generated a campaign rooted in resident participation. Together,
strong community and neighborhood activism resulted in the full rehabilitation of homes, streets, and other infrastructure in South Martineztown.
The struggle of South Martineztown residents and the CICM reflected racial injustices present in the larger American society and revealed the ways
in which racism affected the implementation of urban renewal programs.
The CICM's success, especially when so many other Chicano communities were unable to stop relocation plans, provides an opportunity to compare community activism and ethnic identity in South Martineztown with
those in minority communities across the country.
Scholars have examined the challenges faced by Hispano-Chicano Albuquerque neighborhoods similar to South Martineztown.! The growth of
cities in the post-World War II era placed new pressures on these communities. Often neglected by city government and lacking basic services, these
neighborhoods were targeted for "progressive" improvements. Historian
Benny Andres Jr. details the transformation of La Plaza Vieja (Old Town)
from an autonomous Hispanic village to a tourist-oriented precinct within
Albuquerque. Faced with annexation to the city of Albuquerque in the late
1940S, Old Town residents predicted irrevocable changes to their way oflife
and political autonomy. As in South Martineztown, city boosters diminished the area's rich cultural heritage to focus on the financial benefits that
could result from commercialization and tourism. 2 Old Town annexation
prefaced the divergence of city and neighborhood intentions repeated in
South Martineztown during the late 1960s. Sociologist Maxine Baca Zinn
examines community leadership in her study of South Barelas and the federal Model Cities Program, which ran from 1966-1974. By focusing on the
decision-making process, Zinn reveals how local interest groups influenced
the residents' decision to accept relocation over rehabilitation of the declining, impoverished neighborhood. 3 Zinn's South Barelas study illustrates
shifting power structures within a neighborhood during a period of uncertainty and transition.
Previous studies of the Santa Barbara-Martineztown area provided general neighborhood histories or examined cultural characteristics of the neighborhood such as kinship networks. Likewise, scholars have provided an
overview of the federal Model Cities program as it was applied to Albuquerque neighborhoods. 4 Examining where these two histories intersect provides
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a broader understanding of the twentieth-century Chicano urban experience in New Mexico. This article relates South Martineztown's cultural
history and the residents struggle to preserve that history through urban
renewal redevelopment plans. This study also provides an example against
which to compare struggles over urban space and self-determination in other
areas of the Southwest. These confrontations are significant because they
reflect the pattern of resistance and adaptation that characterizes Chicano
history.5
Settlement in Martineztown first began in the 18zos. Outposts were established to accommodate travelers on the Camino Real/Bernalillo Road
that passed through Albuquerque. Farming along the Acequia Madre de
Barelas soon followed. By the early decades of the twentieth century,
Martineztown's growth mirrored that of Albuquerque's "new town"; the
population of both places grew in response to emerging industry.6 From
1930 to 1960, South Martineztown fully emerged as a vibrant community,
where residents built lasting bonds to each other, their homes, and the neighborhood. The local Catholic Church, grocery stores, dance halls, and other
businesses within the boundaries of South Martineztown provided food,
goods, services, and meeting places for the residents. Although both Albuquerque and South Martineztown flourished socially and economically
during the same period, the future of Albuquerque envisioned by city and
business leaders increasingly clashed with the existence of Chicano neighborhoods throughout the city, particularly following the Second World War.
South Martineztown was besieged by an ambitiously expanding Albuquerque. Development along South Martineztown's borders kept the neighborhood from expanding beyond its original boundaries, while the city
government acquired property within the neighborhood. Public proposals
for the property clearly signaled the city's intentions to clear the historic
Hispano-Chicano neighborhood for civic projects.7 These projects reflect
the developing interests of the Anglo middle-class professionals who dominated the city government and catered to Albuquerque's business and growthoriented factions. 8 Outrage over the designs for the neighborhood and the
implementation of the federal Model Cities program led to the formation
of a neighborhood association that would act as an important advocate for
residents' political rights in the city.
The organization that emerged to represent South Martineztown residents
was the CICM. Closely linking its campaign to the Hispano-Chicano identity of the neighborhood, the CICM incorporated existing ethnic networks
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and symbols with grassroots organizing to encourage resident participation.
The CICM struck a delicate balance among several interests including providing residents an outlet for their frustrations; incorporating moderate goals
of equity in the political and economic system; and persuading city, business, and urban renewal leaders that preserving South Martineztown was
an important step toward improving relations between citizens and elected
officials. Although South Martineztown's story is particularly situated in the
social, economic, and political spheres of Albuquerque, it contributes to
the expanding field of Chicano history.

The Cultural Landscape of South Martineztown
South Martineztown's history is tied to two adjacent neighborhoods. The
oldest neighborhood, Martineztown, emerged from outposts along the
Camino Real/Bernalillo Road in the 185os.9 After the turn of the century,
Santa Barbara developed as a Roman Catholic settlement. Both communities were Spanish-speaking and agricultural. These Hispanos gradually integrated with Mexican nationals and rural Nuevomexicanos who, drawn by
job opportunities in Albuquerque, moved into South Martineztown. 1o These
populations and subsequent generations born in the United States, Chicanos
and Chicanas, imprinted their shared heritage onto the physical appearance
of homes, buildings, and streets. The Hispano-Chicano culture recorded in
the landscape was sustained through the urban-renewal period. 1I Although
South Martineztown's redevelopment created a sharper distinction among
the three neighborhoods, the residents consciously chose building styles
and materials similar to those found in Santa Barbara-Martineztown. 12 Current residents consider the area north of Lomas Boulevard to Mountain
Road as Martineztown; Santa Barbara sits between Mountain and McKnight
Road; and South Martineztown is the area south of Lomas to Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Boulevard. Santa Barbara-Martineztown refers to all three
neighborhoods.
Santa Barbara-Martineztown resembled a classic northern New Mexico
village. These characteristics were most evident in the narrow unpaved
roads, adobe houses and buildings, and nonuniform plots ofland.'lAdobe
remained the most accessible residential building material, creating a key
link between the initial Hispano residents and the twentieth-century
Chicano residents. 14 City planning and zoning codes also influenced Santa
Barbara-Martineztown's physical appearance. To nonresidents, the area's
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appearance suggested poverty arid instability. Chicano/a historians and residents alike have documented that these barrios were stable "pockets of refuge" from an American society hostile to people of color. Barrios are
characterized as predominantly Catholic, Spanish-speaking districts with a
distinct sense of cohesion and identity among residents. 15 In contrast to
mainstream stereotypes, Hispano-Chicano residents of South Martineztown
were proud of their homes and neighborhood.
The South Martineztown community enjoyed an active social life generally fostered by San Ignacio de Loyola Catholic Church. Sociedad de San
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Jose (Society of San Jose), Society of Saint Aloysis Gonzaga, and Las Igfiacitas
(for girls aged 7-15 years) were among several religious societies that sponsored the performance of religious plays and social events throughout the
year. Longtime resident Maria Martinez recalls joining a Catholic youth
club that focused on neighborhood improvements. She remembers that
one youth club project focused on installing a crosswalk at a nearby intersection. 16 The annual San Ignacio festival was a major event for the entire
area. Festivities included dressing the San Ignacio santo (devotional sculpture), blessing the new mayordomo (church warden), observing a special
mass, selecting a queen, eating at the various food stands, and attending the
dance. 17 These church-sponsored events illustrate the ways that the Catholic Church was integrated into the community. The fact that the yearly
festival continues today is a testament to the church's enduring role.
Parish communities used different methods to maintain their church. San
Ignacio parishioners took part in a tithing system called diesmos y premisias
(tithe and promise). In lieu of money, parishioners (many of whom were
poor) donated crops, labor, or other valuable items so the church could make
a small profit from their sale. Women also sold food and participated in
fundraising drives for the church. IS The parishioners' efforts demonstrates their
dedication to the church and to the social rituals that helped maintain community spirit. The church's central location in the Hispano-Chicano neighborhood and the incorporation of Hispano folk culture into Catholic ritual
exemplifies the profound connection between residents and institutions. 19
As fundamental as religion was for many individuals, San Ignacio Church
was only one aspect of life in Chicano communities like Santa BarbaraMartineztown; mutual aid societies and social kinship networks also facilitated bonds among residents and supported resistance efforts. Padrino/a
(godfather/godmother) and compadre/comadre (coparent or close family
friend) relationships and their implied social obligations tied residents together and broadened the definition of family.20 Although initiated to help
pay for baptisms, confirmations, and marriages, those relationships served
other needs. Comadres assisted one another with household chores, social
events, or caring for the ill. Compadres pitched in with chores related to the
upkeep of the home and yard or helped secure employment. 21 These bonds
were passed on to sons and daughters through padrino/a relationships,
thereby tying younger generations to the elders of the neighborhood. Most
importantly, these enduring kinship relationships became the human foundation for community unity in the 1960s.22 Residents defending South
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Martineztown during the urban renewal crisis cited these bonds as one of
the primary reasons for wanting to stay in the area. Urban renewal threatened to tear apart the social fabric these early residents created through
compadre/comadre and padrino/a bonds.
Several landmarks and institutions surrounding South Martineztown
influenced its development during the middle of the twentieth century. Las
laderas (sand hills) bordered it to the east; railroad tracks and the warehouse
district stood to the west. The Acequia Madre de Barelas, an irrigation ditch,
ran through the heart of South Martineztown. Although the ditch was no
longer used by 1930, it still contributed to severe flooding until the city built
a drainage system in the 1970S.23 St. Joseph Sanatorium, built in 1902 to the
east of South Martineztown, soon became an important medical institution
in Albuquerque. The Huning's Highland addition, predominantly an Anglo
neighborhood, bounded the South Martineztown neighborhood along
Grand Avenue and was closely tied to New Town. The two main streets
running through the neighborhood were north Edith Boulevard and north
Arno. Edith and Marquette Avenue were paved in the 1950S because a major sewer line was built underneath them, but other minor streets in the
area remained unpaved until it was redeveloped in the 1970s. New York
Avenue, Broadway Boulevard, and Grand bordered the neighborhood and
would become important thoroughfares into downtown Albuquerque. 24
These main streets, landmarks, and large institutions limited the geographical growth of the neighborhood to its original borders. Although busy main

NORTHWEST VIEW OF SOUTH MARTINEZTOWN TAKEN FROM ST. JOSEPH
HOSPITAL SOMETIME BETWEEN 1935 AND 1950
(Photograph courtesy St. Joseph Community Health)
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streets facilitated access to nearby businesses and industries around the railroad tracks and warehouse district, they also placed the neighborhood squarely
in the middle of what became a thriving downtown area. With landmarks
restraining the neighborhood, South Martineztown accommodated new residents with larger concentrations of homes on subdivided property.25
South Martineztown's economic growth likewise defined the community as a thriving area. The number of businesses in South Martineztown
jumped from six in 1930 to twenty-four in 1950. These enterprises included
new grocery stores, restaurants and cafes, laundries, and construction companies. 26 Located throughout the neighborhood, businesses provided residents with food, goods, services, and venues for socializing.
The mix of both business and residential space in South Martineztown
created an urban village. Easy access to consumer goods and employment,
and the neighborhood's central location in Albuquerque defined the community as urban, while irregularly sized properties, unpaved roads, and traditional kinship networks gave the impression of a small Hispano-Chicano
village. Altogether, these characteristics gave the neighborhood a unique
blend of the premodern and modern. Beginning in the mid-1950s, however,
this eccentric combination clashed with what business and political elites
envisioned for the future ofAlbuquerque in general and South Martineztown
in particular.
The Model Cities Program Comes to Albuquerque

During the early 195os, Albuquerque city politics experienced a shift. Clyde
Tingley's Democratic Coalition had dominated the city commission through
the support of Chicano politicos, unions, and business owners. Tingley's
influence declined as the "Better Government" campaign gained momentum among a steadily increasing Anglo population. This campaign viewed
Tingley's political networking as unprofessional and a possible roadblock to
boosterism. The city commissioners that were elected under the "Better
Government" banner connected efficient government with business initiatives intent on stimulating economic growth. 27 In South Martineztown, these
ideas were manifested through property acquisition and the construction of
the civic auditorium in 1957. In the early 1960s, city leaders called for the
demolition of South Martineztown and surrounding areas to build a new
convention center and educational complex. 2B The orientation toward growth
and business of the new city government, dominated by Anglo middle-class
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professionals, struck directly at the social fabric of the Santa Barbara-South
Martineztown neighborhood. 29
The five-member city commission used zoning as a method to turn South
Martineztown into a site for future municipal development. Despite its residential nature, the adoption of the 1954 Zoning Ordinance zoned South
Martineztown for commercial and high-density residential activities. 30That
designation initiated a slow decline in the neighborhood, for residents were
unable to get permits or bank loans to build additions or improve their homes.
A rehabilitation survey completed in 1971 illustrates the ordinance's impact
on homes in the area. The survey found that the majority of homes were
built about thirty to forty years before city codes were established. Many
homes were originally constructed without bathrooms, and their plumbing, electrical wiring, and heating systems were often substandard.31 People
who had grown up in the area as well as prospective new residents increasingly chose to live beyond South Martineztown because of the gradual decline in housing stock and municipal proscription against building new
homes. The difficulties in maintaining their homes also drove some South
Martineztown residents away from the area. This dislocation disrupted decades of kinship and mutual-aid relationships between Hispano-Chicano
families. 32
Pres. Lyndon B. Johnson's Great Society initiative created another potentially destructive program for Santa Barbara-Martineztown. The Great
Society was a collection of federal policies targeting quality oflife issues for
Americans. Great Society advocates sought improvements in water and air
quality, the physical environment, public education, and declining urban
areas. 33 The War on Poverty campaign was a major aspect of the Great Society and reflected Johnson's genuine concern over persistent poverty in the
affluent United States. 34 Launched as part of the War on Poverty in 1966,
the Model Cities Program (MCP) coordinated the assignment of federal
funds to redevelopment projects in urban neighborhoods, particularly
"blighted" downtowns and impoverished "ghettos."35 The federal government had practiced redevelopment through urban renewal since the New
Deal era. By the mid-196os, however, residents who were negatively affected
by urban renewal publicized their complaints in increasing numbers. In
practice urban renewal was more successful in clearing neighborhoods for
shopping centers and office buildings than at rebuilding homes for lowincome families. This pattern contributed to a pernicious image for the federal program. As a result, the MCP promised a new approach with increased
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emphasis on community participation in the allocation of funds and redevelopment plans, although urban renewal programs continued to acquire
and sell property in targeted areas. J6
Approved in 1967, Albuquerque's Mcr focused on the Santa BarbaraMartineztown, South Broadway, San Jose, and Barelas neighborhoods. Its
intent was to apply grants and coordinate federal, state, and local agencies
and neighborhood residents to address impoverished conditions in targeted
areas. 37 From the beginning, however, city officials in Albuquerque neglected
citizen participation while they applied federal funds to pave streets, extend
water and sewage lines, and institute flood prevention in these communities. Such infrastructure improvements added to the potential for future
development projects that would be beneficial to Albuquerque's business
community.38 Liberal programs sponsored by the federal government had
the best of intentions, and city fathers wanted and believed that everyone
benefited from economic growth, but their plans caused much anger among
residents affected by these projects.
Trouble erupted when the Model Cities Citizens Board (MCCB) chose
the Santa Barbara-Martineztown Neighborhood Association to represent
South Martineztown, even though association members resided within the
boundaries of Martineztown only. Consequently, no South Martineztown
residents served on the MCCB. In March 1969, the association voted to
decline the Mcr funds for physical improvements such as rehabilitating
homes and streets. Their vote reflected a deep suspicion toward redevelopment. One of their concerns was the proposed rezoning of the neighborhood from commercial to residential. Association members worried this
measure would lower property values. An additional concern was that property taxes would increase after redevelopment. Considering the residents'
low-income status, it was imperative that taxes remain unchanged for residents to afford living in Martineztown. The vote limited the MCr's impact
on Martineztown. 39
In the wake of that vote, city planners turned their developing gaze to
South Martineztown. Much to the chagrin of South Martineztown residents, Santa Barbara-Martineztown representatives on the MCCB did not
object to this move southward. Residents in South Martineztown had long
suspected that their particular concerns about urban renewal projects were
not accurately represented by MCCB representatives from Santa BarbaraMartineztown. The tacit approval of Santa Barbara-Martineztown residents
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and their MCCB representatives to apply urban renewal funds in South
Martineztown proved their suspicions. South Martineztown residents were
convinced that the MCCB representatives preserved Santa BarbaraMartineztown at the expense of South Martineztown 40 From 1969 on, the
two neighborhoods would take diverging roads in neighborhood development.
The urban renewal period in South Martineztown was characterized by
conflicting visions for the future of Albuquerque. City and business leaders
envisioned a kind of "progress" that did not necessarily include downtown
ethnic enclaves. Despite their shared history, Santa Barbara-Martineztown
and South Martineztown disagreed on the future of the community. Santa
Barbara-Martineztown residents chose to cast their lot with factions favoring commercial zoning rather than to participate in rehabilitation programs.
South Martineztown residents criticized their misrepresentation on the
MCCB. Although only one street, Lomas, divided these neighborhoods,
their diverse responses to the MCP demonstrate how different definitions of
community can exist even within a geographically small space. This conflict also reflects the flexible nature of community unity when personal and
political interests are considered.
The MCCB conflict over neighborhood representation and rehabilitation plans placed South Martineztown residents in a contested relationship
with business and city leaders, and even their closest neighbors in Santa
Barbara-Martineztown. This incident foreshadowed the conflict between
Albuquerque and South Martineztown. Through the course of its campaign,
the CICM transformed these relationships into more amicable associations
ready to rally behind the South Martineztown community plan.
South Martineztown Responds: The CICM and the
Formation of a Moderate Campaign

During the late 1960s and into early 1971, the city acquired property in and
around South Martineztown. The city's newspapers reported that the Albuquerque Public School Board of Education (APS) was seriously considering building the new Albuquerque High School (AHS) on city property in
the neighborhood. In their search for possible locations, APS looked at sites
close to AHS's original downtown location, which was only a few streets
away from South Martineztown. 41 The AHS location debate played out in
newspaper articles, editorials, and letters to the editor. The majority of public opinion supported the central location proposed for AHS as the best
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location to serve the interests of Albuquerque. This view changed as the
CICM's campaign reached the public. 42
Residents became more alarmed when urban renewal relocation agents
began meeting separately with two or three families at a time to discuss the
formal acquisition or condemnation of their property. Concerns over this
practice reached the ears of several younger residents who eventually became the CICM's original board members in early 1971. Frank Martinez,
Richard Martinez, Maria Martinez, and Sister Marcella Campos formed
the CleM to inform residents and to represent them in front of city officials
and the public. 43 Through the work of these board members, the CICM
came to reflect the ethnic identity of the people they represented and allowed that identity to shape their organizing methods both within the neighborhood and to the public. The CICM's first move was to petition the Urban
Renewal Commission to halt acquisition ofland in South Martineztown in
February 1971; the commission agreed and stopped its acquisition. With the
immediate danger removed, the CICM bought itself time for planning the
campaign to save the area from urban renewal. 44
From its inception in 1971, the CICM fought an uphill battle against
urban renewal officials, city commissioners, and public opinion. Urban renewal and Model Cities were already hot-button topics for many Albuquerquians. Frank Martinez, CICM president during the conflict, explained
that the pro-business atmosphere in Albuquerque meant that the old adage
"you can't fight city hall" rang true in the minds of most people. 45 To combat that feeling, the CICM formulated a politically moderate campaign
that advocated a public voice for the residents of South Martineztown and
that sought to minimize aggravating hostile city officials.
The CICM's campaign was powered by young board members who worked
tirelessly while holding full-time jobs and supporting families. Frank and Maria
Martinez grew up in South Martineztown. A mine explosion in Madrid, New
Mexico, prompted Frank and Maria's parents to migrate to South Martineztown in the early 193os. Their parents raised sixteen children in their home
on the corner of Edith and Marquette. The Martinez parents taught their
children a strong sense of responsibility for assisting those in need. By the late
1960s, Maria was an elementary school teacher; Frank was married and a
student at the University of New Mexico. Richard Martinez, another board
member, helped manage his wife's family's grocery store on Edith and Roma.
Richard's father-in-law owned property within South Martineztown and was
heavily involved in the Democratic Party. Like Maria and Frank, Richard's
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involvement in the CICM stemmed from a desire to help their families and
neighbors work through urban renewal red-tape and defend them when they
could not defend themselves. The fourth board member, Sister Campos, arrived in the neighborhood in 1970. A native Nuevomexicana affiliated with
the congregation of Sisters of St. Joseph in Boston, Sister Campos ran a religious education program at San Ignacio and sought ways to address social
issues in South Martineztown. The redevelopment dispute provided an opportunity to work with residents. Soon after attending a MCCB meeting, Sister Campos joined Maria, Frank, and Richard. 46
In shaping their campaign, the CICM board members avoided making
strong alliances to ideology or organizations connected to the Chicano
movement. Emerging in the wake of the Black Civil Rights movement, the
Chicano movement was a multifaceted group of organizations working for
social change, promoting cultural nationalism, and encouraging Chicano
self-determination across the Southwest. 47 In New Mexico, the movement
addressed land grant issues, political empowerment, and community activism. 48 Reis Lopez Tijerina's Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres garnered
national attention for attempting to arrest Tierra Amarilla's district attorney
and for its courthouse takeover in 1967. These actions, combined with
Tijerina's support for separatism of Hispanos and Anglos, earned much criticism by moderate and conservative Nuevomexicanos, including Sen. Joseph Montoya. 49 The Raza Unida party created a Bernalillo county chapter
that remained active through the 1970s. It served as a third-party alternativf.C
to Republican and Democratic parties, promoted issues relevant to Chicanos/
as, and advocated for cultural awareness. 50 Chicano students brought the
movement to the University of New Mexico through antiwar demonstrations and calls for a Chicano studies program. 51
The CICM board members were exposed to activities connected to the
Chicano movement, but they worried that closely associating with radical
elements in the movement might suggest a negative public image for the
CICM or alienate city officials. Also, a militant political approach, the CICM
speculated, might estrange the elderly, more traditional residents of South
Martineztown. The CICM's emphasis on resident-citizen participation in
local politics and on achieving equity in the political and economic system
was similar to the goals of moderate Mexican American organizations like
the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC). With a membership based in the middle-class, LULAC opted for dialogue with elected
officials and gradual reform, a position that was strongly criticized by young
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Chicanos/as who advocated mass demonstrations. 52 Despite larger rifts in
Chicano activism and ideology, the CICM avoided such fissures. During
the battle over urban renewal, CICM successfully remained the neighborhood's primary negotiator by avoiding political alliances with the potential
to inflame city officials.'l
The CICM's moderation was reflected in its self-presentation to the public. To maintain a consistent message and public image, the board president and the CICM's legal representation were the only people authorized
to speak publicly or read approved statements on behalf of the neighborhood. To avoid endangering the campaign, the CICM board members were
advised not to align themselves with political parties or officials, to support
militant organizations of any ethnicity, or to take part in "political
squabbles."54 Fliers for the March on City HalllMarcha por Unidad y Justicia
scheduled for 17 May 1971 emphasized the CICM's nonviolent, religious,
and social justice aims of the protest. Explaining the purpose of the march,
organizers stated, "We hope this march will help re-establish a voice for
citizens in the decisions made by the government." Their hope was "to promote and develop unity among minority groups in Albuquerque." The march
agenda urged participants: "Remember: it is a non-violent, religious march.
Be orderly and do not litter."55 The CICM believed that it had to project a
nonconfrontational image, especially as it battled stereotypes promulgated

"DOG TOWN" (SOUTH MARTINEZTOWN), 1900

(Photograph courtesy Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe, neg. no.
154 19 2 )
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in newspapers. The local press portrayed the organization as representing a
minority voice in South Martineztown or as radical "outsiders" causing
trouble. 56 Cultivating respectability was critical to the CICM's political success in Albuquerque, particularly as middle-class Americans became weary
of radical politics in the early 1970s.
The CICM activists sought to change the relationship between elected
officials and their entire constituency through a campaign of moderation
that worked within the established political system. The CICM suggested
alternative downtown sites for the high school that would not displace families and proposed a viable plan to rehabilitate the South Martineztown neighborhood. They consulted with community agencies such as the Legal Aid
Society ofAlbuquerque to help maneuver through baffling terminology and
complex urban renewal bureaucracy. The CICM unified minority voices
by garnering the support of neighborhood associations throughout Albuquerque. Through resident empowerment and petitions filed within the
political system, the CICM activists and the community provided a model
for responsible government-citizen relations. 57
The CICM utilized this approach to enlist the aid of Sen. Clinton P.
Anderson. In June 1971, Frank Martinez asked Anderson to assist with the
CICM's administrative complaint against the city. Submitted in October
1971, the administrative complaint addressed inequities in urban renewal
policy as applied to South Martineztown. Based on this evidence, the formal complaint asked the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to reject plans for the neighborhood. 58 Anderson responded that he
could do nothing because the matter was "now before the Courts." In fact
HUD was still reviewing the administrative complaint. Correcting the senator
about its status, Martinez stated that residents believed "elected representatives should keep up to date about issues concerning them." To his credit,
Anderson apologized for the misunderstanding and promised to intercede
on South Martineztown's behalf. 59 The Anderson episode demonstrated the
CICM's commitment to the idea that elected representatives should answer to their constituency, a position that the CICM urged on the federal,
state, and local level throughout its campaign.
The Role of Kinship and Catholicism in the CICM's Campaign

Despite its moderate ideology, the CICM did adopt one tool of the larger
Chicano movement: promoting culhlfal awareness. The CICM used kinship
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networks and the Catholic Church in South Martineztown to mobilize resident participation in their campaign against urban renewal and to thwart
the city's attempts to undermine resident unity. Strong Hispano-Chicano
social and familial networks provided an indispensable foundation to the
support and implementation of the CICM's campaign. South Martineztown's elderly residents had the most to lose with relocation: their close
neighbors and lifestyle, barrio enclave and, most importantly, their homes.
These seniors were integrated into the social and familial networks that had
developed over many decades. Urban renewal threatened to disrupt these
important bonds by displacing people to different, alien neighborhoods in
Albuquerque. Also, such relocation would inevitably incur the household
expenses that accompany the purchase or lease of any new home. Those
costs would put additional pressure on fixed incomes. The CICM activated
South Martineztown kinship networks among elderly Hispano-Chicanos
for letter-writing sessions, meetings, and public protests. The CICM repeatedly cited kinship bonds as one of the primary reasons why residents wanted
to stay in the area. GO
The residents' faith was also an important aspect of the campaign to save
South Martineztown. The CICM incorporated religious symbols and prayer
in its movement and secured support from influential figures in the Catholic Church. The San Ignacio de Loyola Catholic Church was historically
an institution that unified South Martineztown and reinforced a sense of
community.6! The congregation provided encouragement, assistance, and
prayers throughout the campaign. All of the general neighborhood meetings opened with a Catholic prayer, and the CICM letterhead and emblem
featured three crosses. Incorporating Catholic iconography and prayer helped
clothe the CICM in legitimacy and respectability.
One of the CICM's most significant victories was securing the support of
James Peter Davis, archbishop of Santa Fe. Sister Campos obtained Davis's
endorsement and his presence at key events like the March to City Hall!
Marcha por Unidad y Justicia and the groundbreaking ceremonies for home
construction in South Martineztown. Davis also asked priests in Albuquerque parishes to declare publicly their backing for the CICM campaign,
dramatically expanding the base ofsupport for South Martineztown throughout Albuquerque. Davis's request also helped short-circuit, at least among
Albuquerque Catholics, biased newspaper reports that championed the MCP
and urban renewa1. 62 The archbishop and Catholic imagery worked in much
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the same way that familial and social networks worked; they formed the
foundation for.unity and helped reinforce those bonds among the residents.

Grassroots Organizing in South Martineztown
The CICM was ultimately a grassroots organization. It disseminated accurate information and promoted resident participation. Urban renewal was a
complicated program that integrated federal, regional, and local bureaucracies. Many residents were confused by the voluminous misinformation
reported by the city and its newspapers. 63 The CICM activists wanted the
residents to be able to make educated decisions about whether to accept an
urban-renewal offer. The CICM's bilingual letters, notices, and newsletters
explained urban-renewal policies, new developments in the campaign, and
the results of meetings with city officials. One CICM letter from spring 1971
advised residents to seek several appraisals of their property to ensure a fair
settlement and to investigate the cost of relocating to another neighborhood before making any agreements with the urban renewal office. General and block meetings were also held both to dispel rumors and to discuss
urban-renewal issues in an open forum. 64
The CICM tapped national and local agencies for assistance with legal
contracts, urban renewal jargon, community planning, and the administrative complaint with HUD. Three local agencies advised the CICM: the
Design and Planning Assistance Center of the University of New Mexico
(DPAC), the Albuquerque Legal Aid Society, and the Albuquerque Urban
Coalition. In a politically astute move, the CICM contacted several national agencies as well, including the Community Relation Section of the
Department of Justice, the Earl Warren Legal Institute of Berkeley, the
Catholic Church's Campaign for Human Development, and the American
GI Forum. 65 These agencies provided the specialized professional expertise
the CICM's board members lacked. They also ensured that the CICM and
South Martineztown residents had accurate information about the legal
system, planning policies, and planning methods. 66 The CICM took advantage of community agencies whose mission was to advise and help
disempowered groups. Once equipped with these advisors, the CICM could
formulate an even more effective campaign.
One significant result of this relationship among the CICM, DPAC, and
South Martineztown residents was the drafting of the Martineztown Community Plan in 1971. Reflecting the CICM's role as advisor, the plan explains
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different housing types, private and federal programs to help build new
homes, and neighborhood densities and maps. The CICM ensured each
family in South Martineztown received a bilingual copy. To solicit feedback, residents were asked to fill out an attached comment card addressed to
the CleM. The CICM established trust with South Martineztown residents
by reconsidering every aspect of its community plan campaign to make sure
that residents were getting the best deal possible. 67 The final plan provided
the residents a blueprint-a viable alternative to relocation and demolitionthat they could present to city commissioners and urban-renewal officials in
March 1972. The community plan and the process of creating it show a
dedication to remaking South Martineztown into a neighborhood that would
nurture familial and social bonds within a planned community.
From its inception in 1971, the CICM had promoted resident participation and neighborhood unity as crucial to the success ofthe campaign against
relocation. The CICM wanted city, state, and federal officials to know that
South Martineztown residents should play an integral role in discussing and
approving all decisions affecting their lives and neighborhood. Resident participation took place on many levels and took many forms such as general and
block meetings, letter-writing campaigns, city-commission meetings, and doorto-door visits by board members. The intention was to leave residents feeling
empowered in their personal lives and confident in their causeY' The concept of unity, stressed in the association's motto, "En unidad, hay poder" (In
unity, there is power), was reiterated in general meetings, notices, letters, and
bulletins. The CICM's push to present a united front extended into the public sphere the strong kinship and neighborhood bonds that already existed
among residents. Building on those relationships, the CICM benefited from
a neighborhood that was mostly united against relocation.

The Legacy of South Martineztown
The CICM's politically moderate campaign was appropriate for the social
turmoil that plagued the entire nation in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
This approach, however, did not guarantee immediate reaction from the
federal government. HUD's response to the administrative complaint filed
by the CICM in June 1971 was characteristic of most large bureaucratic
bodies; it placed accountability elsewhere. HUD insisted that the Dallas
field office and local Albuquerque urban renewal office held the main responsibility for resolving the dispute. 69 Although neither agency ever re-
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sponded to the document, the administrative complaint publicized the
CICM's grievances and prompted APS to begin investigating alternative
sites for the new high school. In January 1972, APS officially announced
that the South Martineztown site was no longer under considerationJo

In 1972 mounting tensions within Albuquerque spurred the business community to aid in the search for a new AHS site. The Roosevelt Park riot in
the summer of 1971 had splashed the ugliness of social unrest into the public view. The New Mexico National Guard was called in to assist local police in quelling the disturbance. Several businesses were looted and burned
along Central Avenue from University Avenue to Fourth Street in downtown Albuquerque. 71 Worried about the economic impact of social instability, prominent Albuquerque business leaders agreed to sponsor the formation
of the Albuquerque Urban Coalition (AUC). The Springer Corporation
(SC) in particular, and its chairman Gen. Emmanuel Schifani, later played
a key role in resolving the AHS stalemate. 72
The AUC was formed in affiliation with the National Urban Coalition
to provide a forum where businesses, city government, and the community
could resolve existing and future conflicts.73 The AUC's first chairman,

MANUEL'S GROCERY STORE, 2006

This local grocery has served residents of Martineztown since 1927.

(Photograph by and courtesy Kim Suina)
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Schifani, could rely on his business and civic connections to address problems that fit the organization's interests. Schifani brought the South
Martineztown-AHS issue to the AUC's attention and proposed a solution:
SC owned available, undeveloped downtown property and would sell it to
APS for the new high school. The AUC also looked into appointing Frank
Martinez as its executive director. By this point, Frank was locally recognized for his skillful handling of CICM's campaign in front of the public
media, city commission, and planning meetings. Serving concurrently as
AUC executive director and CICM president provided an opportunity for
Frank to monitor South Martineztown's rehabilitation and apply his talents
to other AUC community projects. 74
The AUC-sponsored agreement was supported by leading businessmen
and the CICM. With a new AHS location secured, the CICM persuaded the
city to accept the Martineztown Community Plan to rehabilitate the neighborhood in July 1972.75 The conflict was eventually resolved through the
CICM's continual campaigning and bargaining, the AUC's negotiations, and
the hard-won compliance of business leaders. Residents were finally able to
focus on the next step of complete neighborhood renovation. 76
The reconstruction of the South Martineztown neighborhood spanned
from the city's approval of the Martineztown Community Plan in 1972 to its
completion in 1982. Street paving, the installation of new water and sewer
lines, construction of a neighborhood park at Longfellow Elementary School,
and rebuilding single-family and low-rent homes were only a few of the
projects undertaken to address the impoverished conditions in South
Martineztown. Throughout the difficult and long redevelopment process,
the CICM emphasized the project's value as a productive, working partnership between the residents, city government, and urban-renewal officials.
The CICM board members also envisioned a redeveloped South Martineztown serving as a model for communities across the United States that
struggled with redevelopment projects slated for their particular areas-a
substantial leap from the public perception of South Martineztown in the
early 1960s.77
The CICM and residents continue to face challenges to the integrity of
South Martineztown, even after the neighborhood construction was completed in 1982. Overcrowding at Longfellow Elementary School, expanded
business development on the neighborhood's perimeter, and the neighborhood's designation as a Superfund Site in 2002 are only a few of the issues
pressing the community today.78
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Still a vibrant organization, the CICM has initiated a historical landscape project. Slated to begin in 2007, the public history project documents
the neighborhood's dynamic history for its residents and Albuquerquians.
The project plans to install plaques throughout the neighborhood designating important historical moments, landmarks, and institutions to South
Martineztown. The markers will help visitors understand and appreciate
the efforts of South Martineztown residents to maintain and perpetuate their
urban barrio in the face of the encroaching city.
The hardships endured by South Martineztown since the urban renewal
crisis of the 1970S point to the difficulties of maintaining modern Chicano
communities. The battle to save South Martineztown shows how Chicanos/
as have vigorously responded to challenges that threaten their families and
communities. Although the struggle of each Chicano community is complex and unique, their collective responses have called for fair treatment
and respect of Chicano culture. The resistance narratives of Chicano
communities, regardless of outcome, significantly enrich our understanding of Chicano historical experiences in the United States.
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Franz Huning's Highland Addition
ALBUQUERQUE'S RAILROAD-ERA DEVELOPMENT

Ann L. Carson

T

he date

22

April 1880 marked a shift in the direction that Albuquerque

would take-from a small Hispanic agricultural settlement to the di-

verse city it is today. That extraordinary day brought the first official train to

Albuquerque. The once agricultural-based economy changed abruptly to a
cash economy. Americans of European descent poured into the incipient
city; they included immigrants and second-generation citizens in search of
business opportunities in the developing West. Entrepreneurs of all sorts
quickly set up makeshift enterprises. Merchant Franz Huning, grocer Elias
S. Stover, and lawyer William Hazeldine invested in property near the proposed rail route and signed an accord with corporate officials agreeing to
share land profits.
By December 1880, Huning's Highland Addition had been platted and
residential lots were for sale. Surveyor Walter Marmon named Edith and
Walter streets for his two children and Arno Street for Franz Huning's son.
The city's 1988 sector plan map shows the boundaries of Huning's Highland
to be Grand Avenue on the north, Locust Street on the east, Coal Avenue
on the south, and Broadway Boulevard on the west. Original boundaries

Ann L. Carson has a BA in art history from the University of New Mexico. She is the Huning
Highland Historic District neighborhood archivist and specializes in the history of architecture.
She served as president of the Albuquerque Historical Society and is coeditor of For Me, the
Sun: The Autobiography of Roy A. Stamm, an Early Albuquerque Business Leader (Albuquerque Museum, 1999).
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included the two blocks west of Broadway. The boundaries terminated on
the east at Hill Street, which is now Elm Street. Other street names were
changed throughout the years. Railroad Avenue became Central Avenue
around 19°8, and Grand Avenue, originally Tijeras Canyon Road, has recently been renamed to honor Martin Luther King JI. The single block of
Tijeras was Washington Avenue. Copper Avenue did not undergo a name
change. It was a dry wash with wooden bridges for north-south traffic until
improvements were made in the 1930S.
By 1886 Albuquerque had complete gas, telephone, electric, and water
services. Huning's Highland served as the hub for many of these utility facilities. A map drawn by Augustus Koch in 1886 shows that the neighborhood
already had approximately 180 buildings clustered on Broadway, Arno, and
Edith streets. Housing in this area ranged from simple and utilitarian to elaborate and impressive, including the large houses that lined Central and Broadway. Probably less than one dozen of the neighborhood's original structures
remain today, including a few adobe houses and outbuildings, most of which
were considered worthless by the 1980s when restoration began in earnest.
Housing styles reflected the shift from handmade adobe structures to
carpenter-built Victorians and their spin-off variations. Primarily, modest
Queen Anne Victorians filled the Huning neighborhood lots. These brick
or clapboard-sided houses were topped off with wood-shingled roofs; cross
gables were commonly covered with decorative fish-scale shingles. The railroad brought employment and steady wages that allowed homeowners to
order housing materials from eastern sources. Often these structures had
two front doors, one that acted as an entry for residents and the other as a
separate entrance for either customers of in-home businesses or for renters
staying in front bedrooms. Duplexes were also part of the inventory. The
most common duplexes were square, symmetrical hipped-roof brick boxes
with full-width front porches supported by colonial wooden columns.
One of Huning's Highland's oldest houses located at 202-204 Arno Street
NE is veneered with cobblestones and trimmed with cut sandstone blocks.
A photograph taken at the turn of the twentieth century reveals that the
original porch had Victorian scrollwork, a widow's walk detail on the roof,
and an elaborate front picket and cobblestone fence. Although popular in
New York State, this cobblestone style is rare in New Mexico. One of the
first occupants of the house, Annie Smith, is listed in city directories from
the era as the superintendent of the Women's Industrial School. Smith apparently operated a Women's Home Mission school out of her house.
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The handiwork of Italian contractor Angelo De Tulio, a resident of
Huning's Highland, is evident throughout the neighborhood. He manufactured "cast stone" cement blocks on the back lot of his classical Italianate
cast stone house. With molded faces that resembled cut stone, these concrete blocks were sometimes combined with red bricks for variety. De Tulio's
house at 126 Arno Street NE did not survive, but his grandson Patrick Moore
still lives on the property and continues to preserve the implements his grandfather used in his business.
William Whitney, owner ofWhitney Company hardware, built out of brick
his World's Fair Classic house at 301 Walter Street SE. He added cast stone
embellishments around entryways and windows and at the base of the elegant
front porch. Paired Tuscan columns replicated those used at the Potter-Oakley
house at 324 Edith Boulevard SE, a house originally owned by Egor Potter
and held by Dan and Caroline Oakley from 1945 until the 1990S.
Until the 1920S, the only businesses in Huning's Highland were located
on the one hundred and two hundred blocks of Central Avenue between
the railroad tracks and Broadway Boulevard. Gross, Kelly and Company,
and the Charles Ilfeld Company, wholesalers of wool and hides, had large
warehouses lining these blocks. L. B. Putney owned a wholesale grocery
business located next to the Hahn Coal Company yards and the Marble
Monument Company, a business that likely provided tombstones for the
community. On the southwest corner of Central Avenue and Broadway Boulevard sat two identical three-story brick buildings, which housed the Highland Hotel and Occidental Life Insurance. Both buildings had retail shops
on the first floor and offices and hotel space on the upper floors.
Religion also came west with European immigrants and Huning's Highland became home to many of these churches. Congregationalists built
their sanctuary at 501 Broadway Boulevard SE around 1883. The property
now belongs to the Salvation Army and all of the original structures were
razed. The Baptist church, originally located at 324 Broadway Boulevard
SE from approximately 1890 to 1934, later moved to a new building on the
northwest corner of Broadway and Central when parishioners outgrew the
original location. Their holdings have since expanded to include the equivalent of twenty city blocks. Several parishioners recently voiced concerns
that New Urbanist developers are eager to acquire the property for massive
infill projects. They feared that relocation of their church would tear at the
social fabric of the group. Methodists built on the southeast corner of Arno
Street and Central Avenue in approximately 1913. That structure was torn
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down around 1950 to enlarge the campus of the Albuquerque High School.
Pentecostals took over the First Christian sanctuary at 122 Broadway Boulevard SE, a building dating back to 1915. The Lutherans followed, obtaining
property at 300 Gold Avenue SE and eventually acquiring adjacent lots to
build and expand their church-sponsored school. The Greek Orthodox
Church bought the large home of John and Herbert Raynolds at 308 High
Street around 1947. There, they held their first services. They gradually expanded until they owned and developed the entire city block. In 1955 the
congregation ofthe First Presbyterian Church moved from their downtown
location to 215 Locust NE. Congregationalists, Methodists, and Pentecostals have since moved their parishes to other sections of the city. The variety
of these denominations reflected the growing diversity of ethnic groups in a
city previously dominated by Hispanic Catholics.
Throughout the early twentieth century, facilities dedicated to the needs
of tuberculosis patients became common throughout Huning's Highland
Addition. Hospitals bordering the neighborhood emerged in response to
the influx of tuberculosis patients entering western towns like Albuquerque. Tuberculosis patients and their families arrived in the city daily by
train. It was commonly believed that dry desert climates and sun aided recovery from the disease. Two huge facilities, St. Joseph's Sanatorium and
Hospital and Southwest Presbyterian Sanatorium, had small wooden cabins surrounding their main buildings. Both of these facilities continue to
serve as major medical centers today. The St. Joseph's facility is now part of
the Lovelace medical system, which plans to remodel the hospital's existing
buildings and make them the company's Albuquerque headquarters. Housing options for tuberculosis patients included individual residences devoted
to providing in-home hospice care and small shotgun workers' houses built
specifically for lungers. Some of these houses had canvas roofs so that patients
would be blanketed with the healing properties of the sun and fresh air.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway set up a company hospital
for its employees in the South Broadway neighborhood. As the need for
expansion arose, the hospital was moved to 806 Central Avenue SE in 1928.
The structure now houses a psychiatric facility for children. Around 1916,
the Murphy Sanatorium, a collection of bungalow houses and small cottages at 801 Coal Avenue SE, joined the other residential tubercular institutions. Dr. Lucian G. Rice and his son Dr. Lucien G. Rice Jr. set up the
Women and Children's Hospital in a refurbished rooming house at 615
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Central Avenue NE in the 1920S. Father and son believed that pregnant
women should have professional care, especially when giving birth. Physicians at the larger facilities decided that the screaming women and howling
infants would upset their tuberculosis patients. The Women and Children's
Hospital became an all-encompassing medical facility. Iron lungs lined its
porches during the polio epidemic, and the Public Service Company of
New Mexico provided free electrical hookups for those patients. The facility was closed when Dr. Rice Sr. died at the end of the war. These land
holdings, including lots at 400 Central Avenue SE, were later developed as
locations for motels in the 1960s.
Civic leaders set up a four-ward system that divided Albuquerque into
four quadrants: north, south, east, and west. These wards designated political districts. Dividing lines intersected at the railroad tracks and Railroad
Avenue. Huning's Highland spanned both First and Second Wards. By 1891
both wards had their own sturdy brick school buildings. The school in the
First Ward, the only grade school in Huning's Highland at the time, was
located on the southeast corner of Edith Boulevard and Grand Avenue.
The Second Ward school sat on the present-day site of Eugene Field Elementary School at 700 Edith Boulevard SE. All four of the school's original buildings were demolished to make way for modern structures.
In 1898 Albuquerque Academy, a private high school, moved into their
impressive new structure known as Perkins Hall, a three-story brick building located at 324 Central Avenue NE. Banker Joshua Raynolds later purchased Perkins Hall after Academy students moved out of the building in
1901. He donated it to the city to be used as a public library. It served in that
capacity until a minor fire in 1924 gave citizens a reason to consider moving
the library into a more up-to-date facility. Perkins Hall was demolished and
the present-day Special Collections Library, a branch of the Albuquerque
Public Library System, rose to fill the void. The library became the pride of
the city, symbolizing resident commitment to education.
The first public high school in Albuquerque was also located in Huning's
Highland. Classes were held between 1893 and 1901 in a primitive clapboard-sided structure at 214 Edith Boulevard SE. In 1901 students, along
with others from Albuquerque Academy, were sent to the new public Central School downtown at Third Street and Silver Avenue. As the city continued to grow, officials were forced to purchase a large vacant tract ofland on
the northeast corner of Central Avenue and Broadway Boulevard for the
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construction of a major high school. In 1914 students moved into the impressive collegiate Gothic-style Old Main building on the campus of Albuquerque High School. Throughout the years, the high school expanded
and became an important source of economic revenue as small businesses
catering to the young opened along Central.
Housing transformed in response to a population boom in Albuquerque
during the Second World War when Kirtland Air Force Base brought thousands of airmen and women to the city. Widows took in renters. Some larger
houses were divided into one-room apartments. Garages and basements were
converted into living spaces. Most of the larger houses have since been renovated and returned to single-family residences; however, the majority of the
outbuilding apartments remain and offer popular, affordable housing for
University of New Mexico students.
Business opportunities along Central and Broadway began to change
after Route 66 shifted from Fourth Street to Central in 1937, when the highway was rerouted through Tijeras Pass. The once elegant houses on Central
were initially converted to business use, and then in the 1960s, when 1-25
and 1-40 were built, most of the houses were phased out and replaced by
motels. Gas stations and automobile repair shops were also part of the inventory. In 1950 there were nine gas stations and two repair shops. Four
used car lots filled the land where the freeway would be located. Today, due
to renewed development along Central, there are no automobile-related
businesses and two of the six motels are gone. Three upscale restaurants
and loft-style condominiums have given new life to the streets.
Huning's Highland Addition was no longer fashionable and barely escaped
the wrecking ball when the city council rejected a proposal to tear the entire
neighborhood down to encourage high-rise business development. Fortunately,
the two shopping malls in Uptown Albuquerque took the pressure offHuning's
Highland. The Huning buildings survived, although they suffered through a
prolonged period of neglect and decline in the 1950S and 1960s.
In the late 1970S, newcomers with vision worked with the city planning
officer to place the neighborhood on the state and national registers of historic places. Huning's Highland Addition's new status as a historic section of
the city brought recognition to the neighborhood and available state tax credits for historically appropriate renovations. Today, 80 percent of the elegant
buildings have been restored and additional renovations continue. Huning's
Highland Addition is once again one of Albuquerque's secret treasures.
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CA. 1997
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320 CENTRAL AVENUE SE, CAROTHERS AND MAULDIN SERVICE STATION,
CA. 1938
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201 WALTER STREET SE, ARCHITECT E. B. CHRISTY'·S OCTAGONAL HOUSE,
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.
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301 WALTER STREET SE, BAPTIST WOMEN AT THE A. B. STROUP HOUSE,
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422 BROADWAY BOULEVARD SE, ELECTRIC LIGHT WORKS, CA. 1900
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Tagliafero Collection)

Review Essay
THE PENITENTE BROTHERHOOD

Enrique R. Lamadrid and A. Gabriel Melendez

C

ritics and cultural activists agree that the Fraternidad Padre de Nuestro
Padre Jesus Nazareno has played a key role in the cultural and political history of New Mexico from the turn of the nineteenth century forward.
The so-called Penitente Brotherhood was especially influential in the turbulent territorial period following American conquest, when modern notions of intercultural relations and resistance were forged. But the consensus
ends there. What were the origins of this cofradia or confraternity and how
does it compare with other cofradfas in the Iberian diaspora? Is itsome kind
of medieval relic from a remote province of New Spain, a modern transplant, or a response to challenging social and political conditions on the
northern frontier? Historians disagree about the origins and devotional practices of the Penitentes, and some have looked to as far away as Andalucfa in
search of its cultural roots. Ethnographic inquiry has revealed that the lineage is closer at hand and is part of the intangible heritage of the Camino
Real de Tierra Adentro. But what can be added to the discussion from the
perspectives of psychohistory and the psychology of religion?

Michael P. Carroll, The Pendente Brotherhood: Patriarchy and Hispano-Catholicism in New
Mexico (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002. viii + 260pp. 14 halftones, 2 maps,
bibliography, index. $47.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8018-7055'0). Enrique R. Lamadrid is Interim Director
ofChicano, Hispano, Mexicano Studies at the University ofNew Mexico, Albuquerque. A. Gabriel
Melendez is Chairman ofthe Department ofAmerican Studies atthe University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
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In The Penitente Brotherhood, Michael P. Carroll delineates some novel
and controversial arguments while he convincingly challenges some of the
oft-repeated assumptions about the Brotherhood. He questions whether the
Brotherhood is a remedy to the scarcity of clergy in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries and if fervent New Mexican Catholicism is an
unbroken legacy of four centuries. He exposes theorientalizing discourses
that romanticize, medievalize, and disparage the Penitentes. However, it is
unbecoming and rare behavior for an academic to advance scholarship by
first looking to start a row. Carroll comes onto the scene of Southwest Hispanic religious studies as a self-styled "Young Turk," making audacious leaps
from otherwise carefully amassed documents and archives. Readers so inclined can speculate how such showmanship has crept into the mindset of
researchers who purport to do serious scholarship. Carroll comes up with
an unusually long list of provocations, hoping to draw fire from his readers.
A response from any quarter will do-the pious or non-pious, the initiated
or uneducated in Hispanic Catholicism, the hostile or the sympathetic.
He attacks the spiritual heritage of Hispanic New Mexicans, accosting
what he judges as a long-unexamined supposition about Hispano religiosity: the assumption that Hispanic Catholics were a d\eeply pious people prior
to 1800. He asserts that it "rests implicitly on a model that has never been
examined and that is likely false" (p. 35, emphasis added). Dismissing the
historical evidence of religiosity in New Mexico, Carroll charges forth with
psychoanalytic postulations to explain the emotionalism in the acts of repentance practiced by penitents. Armed with Freudian theory, Carroll makes
three quite disturbing estimations of Penitente piety: (1) oedipal rage and
guilt explain the "emotional intensity" oftheir practices, (2) penitential ritual
is linked to homoerotic desire, and (3) Penitente membership "created a
personality type that accorded legitimacy to the U.S. legal system and thereby
made it easier for that system to transfer control of Hispano land to Anglo
opportunists" (p. 187).
Another of Carroll's tendencies, inappropriate for a trained academic
(unless, of course, he believes that his training accords him the privilege to
suppress dissidence), is that once he has finished battering his subject, he
moves to silence the bystanders and interested parties. He preempts established Penitente scholars by anticipating the charge that historians often see
psychoanalytic arguments as "unprovable." Carroll fires ahead even as he is
withdrawing from the scene of his polemics: "equally disturbing is the tendency of professional historians to ignore important patterns that do not
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seem explainable using conventional arguments" (p. 209), Although professional historians can speak for themselves, Carroll fixates on quelling the
voice of the subaltern by challenging his or her privilege (which some might
call a right) to produce their version of a shared past through narrative. He
declares that stories of the past told by subalterns are "a powerful political
tool" and further claims "this is why members of the subaltern group will
quite naturally work for the right to articulate the stories they prefer and this
is why they protest the loudest when their preferred stories are challenged
by non-indigenous academics" (p. 219). The very idea comes across as something those charged with abuse of power might utter: "Protest if you will but
no one will believe you."
Carroll's most innovative and lasting contributions are twofold. First is
his linkage of the emergence of the Brotherhood to the social and cultural
impacts of Bourbon military and economic reforms in New Mexico and to
a crisis in traditional patriarchal authority. Second, is a full historical
contextualization of the crucial role of Padre Antonio Jose Martinez in the
development of the Brotherhood.
The controversies that Carroll defiantly anticipates branch from corollary arguments and an attempted paradigm shift based on a refractory adherence to documentary history. This results in a rejection ofthe testimonial
of ethnohistory as a kind of culturally privileged discourse coupled with a
willingness to engage in heuristic psychological speculation based on the
most fragmentary of evidence. Writing from an extreme physical distance,
for a university press likewise insulated from the cultural politics of the Southwest, and having apparently made only one brief field trip in 1999, Carroll
reasons that since Nuevomexicano religiosity prior to 1800 existed in a documentary vacuum in a backwater region, its very existence is suspect. He
rightfully points out the assumption of cultural continuity that most scholars engage in, extrapolating backwards in time from the fervent spirituality
that characterizes the present. Carroll challenges such speculation as a leap
of faith unwarranted by the gaps in the documentary record, and assumes
he has sufficient justification to take his leap in the opposite direction. He
argues that the emergence of the Penitentes is what brought New Mexico
out of an essentially faithless era lacking in both the features of model
Tridentine Cathqlicism (familiarity with church doctrine, regular participation in liturgy and sacraments, etc.) and popular or folk Catholicism (apparitions, miraculous images, pilgrimages, etc.). Before approaching the
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controversies that have eroded rather than stimulated his readership, it is
first necessary to assess the strengths of the book.
Most scholarship on eighteenth-century New Mexico has emphasized
the military predicaments and state of siege that afflicted the region. Carroll
joins scholars like Ross Frank in reassessing the economic and cultural dimensions of the decisive period. Beside the military reorganization of the
northern frontier came the strategy of pacifying enemy Indians by supplying them with food and trade goods. The economic boom created by this
new market was accompanied by new modes of production. The Bourbon
Reforms encouraged fresh forms of administration while they stripped other
groups like the Church and the nobility of the special privileges they had
enjoyed for generations. The authority that regional elites had maintained
in New Mexico was challenged and worn down. This power had been based
on patriarchy and was exercised by males who were related by family ties of
blood and marriage within an oligarchy. In the new economy, working relations with unrelated males became the norm. The population grew and
differentiated into groups of land owners and landless laborers.
With new groupings of men in a new era, a novel conceptualization of
power relations among males was needed. Enter the Hermandad de Nuestro
Padre Jeslls Nazareno, to which a majority of Nuevomexicano males belonged by the mid-ninteenth century. A thorough inventory of cofradfas
and how they changed during the Bourbon Reforms both in Spain and
Spanish America is a worthy scholarly gift that Carroll offers his readers.
Now for Padre Antonio Jose Martfnez of Taos, who a committed cadre of
scholars has only recently redeemed from the clutches of Willa Cather and
the obscurantist appraisal of him that lasted most of the twentieth century.
Carroll agrees with other scholars that Martfnez is truly an ilustrado (intellectually of the Spanish Enlightenment, or Illutracfon) who brought to New
Mexico the enlightened values and practices that he learned from the Jesuit
Seminary in Durango. The author also places Martfnez in a lineage of nationalist leaders like Padre Miguel Hidalgo and Padre Jose Marfa Morelos,
who struggled for the rights of the common people against oppressive secular and religious elites. What Carroll adds to the picture is the historical
link of Martfnez's pastoral vision and practice to Tridentine reformers like
Domenico Bollani and Carlo Borromeo from two centuries earlier. The
Counter Reformation advocated an interiorized spirituality cultivated by a
regime of social discipline that included the teaching of the doctrina or catechism to children, a new emphasis on public preaching, regularized partici-
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pation in the liturgy, sacraments, and collective prayer. With his printing press
and an impressive list of pedagogical and devotional pamphlets, Martinez
and the secular clergy that he helped train more fully implemented these
objectives than in any previous time in New Mexico. His mentorship of the
Hermandad de Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareno was a central part of his pastoral plan. Carroll makes the case that Martinez embraced the Brotherhood as
soon as he returned from the Durango seminary, and that his puzzling 1833
missive to Bishop Zubiria confirming his suppression of penitential excesses
was written in pragmatic preparation for the impending visit of his superior,
who officially opposed fervent public displays of faith such as flagellation.
Carroll's most provocative assumption of a faithless New Mexico prior to
1800 is part of the same chain of ideas. The social discipline that Martinez
and his colleagues provided and the instant fervor achieved by public rituals of penance account for the sudden appearance ofthe Brotherhood around
the turn of the century. It is true that in the previous two centuries there
were only three documented examples of ritual penance and that devotional practices of the N uevomexicanos and their places of worship are
scarcely mentioned. But Carroll's leap is unnecessarily reckless. There is
almost no mention of clothing in the documentary record of colonial New
Mexico. But that is scanty proof that people went around with no clothes.
After all, New Mexico was a missionary province where the priorities of
the church were with the Pueblo Indian neophytes rather than the settlers.
People were undoubtedly weary of the constant tug-of-war between ecclesiastical and secular authorities that surrounded them. In such a precarious.
state of affairs and with enemies on all sides, it is doubtful that the full
paradigm ofTridentine Catholic practice was achieved. But Carroll's argument that there was an absence of popular or folk Catholic elements just
does not bear up to full scrutiny.
For example, it is true that pilgrimage does not emerge as a devotional
practice in colonial New Mexico. But since travel was restricted by both the
authorities and the dangers of the road, sacred journeys to holy places were
decentralized and localized. Every community had a hill or high place designated as a Calvario, the destination of Holy Week Via Crucis processions and
the outdoor setting for the stations of the cross. The interconnected activities
of travel, trade, and pilgrimage emerged when the Indian wars subside.
Miraculous apparitions are rare in the documentary record but not absent in the popular memory. The Virgin of Guadalupe appeared at the foundation of Zacatecas in 1546 and showed the Basque miners, including Juan
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de Onate's father Cristobal, the location of mines eventually yielding the
silver that paid for the settlement of New Mexico. After his initial appearance at the siege of Acoma in 1599, Santiago has appeared repeatedly to the
people of the pueblo to ensure their well being. Guadalupe also appeared
in 1694 along with San Diego de Alcala to deliver the people ofJemez Pueblo
from the siege of Diego de Vargas's army. In the census of colonial santero
art, Guadalupe is as popular as Dolores, but the latter is most closely linked
with New Mexico. The Lady of Sorrows is a continuous presence in a dangerous and war-torn province and appears at the foot of the cross every Good
Friday. Beginning in the late eighteenth century when Nuevomexicano traders brought him back from Zacatecas, the Santo Nino de Atocha, patron
saint of travelers and captives, makes so many appearances that he wears out
his shoes, which people leave him as an offering. It is true as Carroll points
out that the most famous local Marian devotion, La Conquistadora, was
organized by social elites rather than common people.
Carroll is willing to jump to profound conclusions, assuming that silences or lapses in the written record are somehow indicative oflarger trends.
Likewise, his daring psychoanalysis of paternal and filial male relations and
his identification of a deeply embedded and latent homoerotic semantic
and emotive field hangs on the female gendered Death cart figure present
in most morada chapels, sometimes nicknamed dona Sebastiana. The highly
erotic iconography of the martyred San Sebastian, whose youthful body is
pierced with arrows, is at the center of Carroll's argument. Never mind that
the saint is almost unknown in New Mexican iconography. The other problem is that the Death figure has many names and nicknames, some of which
are playful and ironic, like dona Sebastiana. Besides La Muerte, the list also
includes La Huesuda, La Pelona, La Calaca, La Parca, and another dona,
La Catrina. How would this plethora of names fit into the argument?
More deeply challenging is Carroll's suspicion that the spiritual and social discipline inspired by the Penitentes helped facilitate the American takeover of New Mexico. The Brotherhood produced a personality type with "a
strongly internalized compulsion to obey authority figures charged with
enforcing written codes" (p. 186) -a law-abiding citizen not likely to protest
or resist. It is true that in the 1880s when membership in the Brotherhood
was soaring, the courts were in the process of rejecting two-thirds of Hispano
land claims. Despite the disasters imposed by the new system, Nuevomexicanos sensed that the American republic was a rule of law, and that
some degree of justice would follow with the full citizenship of statehood
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and the right to vote. From defeat and victimhood,a sense of agency emerged.
An important development that Carroll overlooks is the intense participation of the Brotherhood in the political process, especially in the first decades of the twentieth century. The block voting the Brotherhood could
deliver was a critical factor in the politics of northern New Mexico. Another
aspect of secular affairs is the Brotherhood's whole-hearted participation in
mutual aid societies.
At his best, Carroll challenges preconceptions about the Hermandad de
Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareno and deconstructs orientalist stereotyping. He
demonstrates that the Brotherhood is not medievalist, but modern, and responds to change with change. In the end, the paradigm shift he seeks does
not fully consummate. The exuberance of his leaping arguments, plus a
lack of grounding puts him in the unenviable position of the zealous and
hungry stranger, pidiendole peras al olmo, asking the elm tree for pears.
Carroll does go to great lengths to consult much of the available scholarship on the Brotherhood, but paradoxically, he systematically up-ends, sets to
the side, or steps over the book's intensive archival and documentary work in
favor of privileging the shock value of his set of imagined postulations. Ultimately, the author's failure to historicize his claims ironically marks Carroll's
scholarship as highly conjectural and deeply speculative, a matter of serious
concern and one that should send readers interested in the Penitentes running back to the classic works on the Brotherhood: Marta Weigle's Brothers of
Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest (1976); Thomas J.
Steele and Rowena A. Rivera's Penitente SelfGovemment: Brotherhood Councils, 1797-1947 (1985); and Alberto L. Pulido's The Sacred World ofthe Penitentes
(2000). Since Carroll has called these scholars out, he is unable to overturn
their scholarship. The curious reader who may still be tempted to purchase
this book should go into a reading of it with eyes wide open, for here is a study
in which the subject has been provoked, profiled, poked, beaten, bruised,
bound, tied, and gagged. Serious readers will ultimately determine whether
the adage "all publicity is good publicity" applies here.

Book Reviews

All Aboard for Santa Fe: Railway Promotion ofthe Southwest, 1890S to 1930s.
By Victoria E. Dye. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005. xi
+ 163 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3657-4.)
During the period from 1880 to 1940, tourism promotion in the American Southwest emerged from a powerful matrix of public and private institutions to re-emphasize the fact that the nation's newest region contained
civilizations with antiquity as great as Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.
National and regional scientific institutions like the United States National
Museum (now the Smithsonian Institution), the Bureau of American Ethnology, and the U.S. Geological Survey collaborated with the Archaeological Institute of America, the Museum of New Mexico, and the Southwest
Museum of the American Indian to uncover the natural history and indigenous cultures of the Southwest. By 1869 the Southwest was incorporated
into the arteries,of commerce, and regional promoters boosted their locales
to attract development from railway construction that would transform territorial settlements into modern towns and cities. In All Aboard for Santa
Fe, Victoria E. Dye examines how the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company (AT&SF) "promoted Santa Fe, New Mexico, from 1880 to
the beginning ofWorld War II, and to what extent this effort was successful"
(p. 2). She seeks to "analyze various concepts and strategies used by the
railroad company to establish Santa Fe as a traveler's destination" as the
AT&SF partnered with the Fred Harvey Company, the New Mexico Bureau of Immigration, and the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce (p. 2). As a
trade-oriented, institutional history of the AT&SF's tourism promotion efforts, the author utilizes an impressive array of promotional materials and
advertising ephemera to reveal how this freight shipper embraced southwestern culture to develop and capitalize on increased southwestern tourist
traffic by 1910.
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In six concise chapters, Dye covers the history of Santa Fe and the development of the AT&SF's eighteen-mile spur line from Lamy to Santa Fe; the
railway company's marketing of Santa Fe into the 1920S, including the role
of the Fred Harvey Company, and the promotion of "the City Different"
and the Santa Fe Fiesta in cooperation with Edgar Hewett of the Museum
of New Mexico; the development of the luxurious La Fonda Hotel, Indian
curio stores, and auto tourism to Pueblo Indian villages through the "Indian
Detours"; and the role of the AT&SF in the modernization of Albuquerque
as both a railhead and city of American culture distinct from the fantasy of
Spanish romance and Indian primitivism of Santa Fe. The final chapter
assesses the AT&SF's tourist promotion of Santa Fe. Dye argues that the
"transformation of the country's oldest capital from a small remote Southwest town to the foremost destination of the Southwest was carefully and
painstakingly scripted by the railroad system" (p. 100). This trend continues; in 2000 and 2003, tourism trade magazines ranked Santa Fe as one of
the top five travel destinations in the United States.
All Aboard for Santa Fe offers the general reader a fast-paced history of
tourism promotion in the Southwest specific to New Mexico. It does not
engage in scholarly discussion of southwestern tourism that considers the
racial deceits, political maneuvering, economic colonialism, and cultural
imperialism found in works like Chris Wilson's The Myth of Santa Fe: Creating a Modem Regional Tradition (1997), Leah Dilworth's Imagining Indians in the Southwest: Persistent Visions of a Primitive Past (1996), Charles
H. Montgomery's The Spanish Redemption: Heritage, Power, and Loss on
New Mexico's Upper Rio Grande (2002), The Great Southwest of the Fred
Harvey Company and the Santa Fe Railway (1995) edited by Marta Weigle
and Barbara A. Babcock, and the volume edited by Hal K. Rothman, The
Culture of Tourism, the Tourism of Culture: Selling the PasHo the Present in
the American Southwest (2003). However, scholars will find that the seven
appendixes compiled by Dye are useful reference and research tools. Railroad enthusiasts will find much value in the book as well.
Matt Bokovoy
Norman, Oklahoma

Mapping and Empire: Soldier-Engineers on the Southwestern Frontier. Edited by Dennis Reinhartz and Gerald D. Saxon. (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 2005. xx + 204 pp. 52 halftones, maps, tables, notes, index. $34-95 cloth,
ISBN 0-292-70659-6.)
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This book consists of six chapters that originated as presentations at the
First Biennial Virginia Garrett Lectures on the History of Cartography at
the University ofTexas at Arlington in 1998. Each chapter surveys an important theme in the history ofsouthwestern exploration, from the earliest Spanish era to the U.S.-Mexican Boundary Commissions ofthe 185os. W. Michael
Mathes discusses Spanish maritime mapping of the Gulf of Mexico and the
California coast, reviewing the period from Juan de la Cosa's map of the
world (15°°) to Alejandro Malaspina's exploration of the Pacific Northwest
in the 1780s, and includes illustrations of several Mexican maps from the
1820S. David Buissart summarizes the work of Spanish military engineers
up to 1750, describing the founding of the Academy of Mathematics at
Madrid in 1584 and its subsequent influence on cartography. Dennis
Reinhartz expands the story of Spanish military mapping in the northern
Borderlands after 1750, focusing on the cartographic consequences of the
Bourbon Reform era in New Spain as evidenced in the work of such men as
fray Francisco Jose de Haro and Capt. Nicolas de Lafora of the Royal Engineers. Ralph E. Ehrenberg surveys U.S. military cartography to the midnineteenth century, noting the achievements, and limitations, of maps
created by Zebulon Pike, Stephen Long, James Abert, John C. Fremont,
and others. Gerald Saxon offers a biographical assessment of Henry Washington Benham, a topographical engineer serving with Zachary Taylor's
forces, who was an eyewitness to the U.S. victory at the Battle of Buena
Vista and drafted several battlefield maps. Paula Rebert discusses the littleknown-to U.S. historians-work of Mexican cartographer Manuel Orozco
y Berra, whose splendid maps illustrate the significant Mexican contribution to boundary surveys conducted between 1849 and 1855.
While much of the information here is not new, the emphasis on maps,
mapmakers, and the maturation of cartography lends this book special interest. Mter the completion of the initial and often crude coastline surveys
following the Spanish conquest of Mexico, decades of interior exploration
gradually produced maps that were more detailed and accurate representations of lands claimed and contended for by Spanish, French, British, and
later, American empire builders. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spanish maps of the Southwest were closely guarded "state secrets,"
and Spain jealously protected her cartographic information. By the nineteenth century, however, as observation and drafting techniques improved
and scientific interests became more important, U.S. mapmakers aided
military operations, identified resources, and facilitated emigration into the
"desert" lands recently wrested from Mexico.
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Accompanied by many useful halftones, and a dozen brilliant color plates,
this book is a useful reference for teachers and other individuals who deal
with North American exploration or Borderlands studies.
Barton H. Barbour
Boise State University

Cash, Color, and Colonialism: The Politics of Tribal Acknowledgment. By
Renee Ann Cramer. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005. xxi + 234
pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3671-5.)
In Cash, Color, and Colonialism, political scientist Renee Ann Cramer
delves into the convoluted world of the federal acknowledgment process.
This bureaucratic procedure, instituted in 1978, has created as many controversies as it has solved. At the heart of the matter is this issue: How does
one determine the authenticity of a people's claim to a tribal identity that
includes a special legal relationship with the U.S. government? Cramer's
lucid prose allows readers to understand why multiple factors make federal
acknowledgment one of the most contested issues in contemporary Native
America.
Cramer's work unfolds under the overarching contention that to come
to a full understanding of acknowledgment, the nation must first reckon
with the larger political context in which the issue is situated. The politics
of recognition, she argues, is not only about whether a community is "really" Indian. Rather, it is complicated by the dominant society's construction of race, tribal involvement in high-stakes gaming, and the legal residue
of colonialism. Cramer's thoroughness and eye for subtlety make the book
essential reading. Even more important is the attention she pays to the role
of regional diversity.
After providing historical overviews of acknowledgment from the vantage points of policymakers and activists, she details early movements for
acknowledgment, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988, and the racial
construction of Indianness. From there she focuses on case studies of tribal
communities in Alabama and Connecticut. Cramer is at her best when
synthesizing extensive oral interviews with research from primary and secondary manuscript sources. In so doing, she explores the political intricacies of seeking recognition through legislative and administrative avenues,
offering especially close analyses of the Poarch Band of Creeks and Mowa
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Choctaws in Alabama and the Mashantucket Pequots and Golden Hill
Paugussetts in Connecticut. Cramer finds that the peculiar intersection of
place with race and class shapes the outcomes of acknowledgment in sometimes contradictory ways.
This work efficiently covers an enormous amount of territory, and it should
be of interest to both academics and lay readers. However, the book is not
without inaccuracies or faults. For instance, she places the founding of the
National Congress of American Indians in 1941 rather than 1944, refers to
the "National Indian Youth Congress" (NIYC) as the "National Indian Youth
Council," inaccurately suggests that the NIYC organized the American Indian Capitol Conference on Poverty, and does not include Cherokee anthropologist Robert K. Thomas among the thinkers most responsible for
applying the idea of internal colonialism to Native America. There is also
the problem, inherent in works on contemporary issues, of data becoming
instantly dated. For example, her very useful tables do not take into account
the most recent acknowledgment decisions -particularly the Schaghticoke
Tribal Nation's experience of having their affirmative acknowledgment ruling reversed due to Connecticut's lobbying efforts. For readers particularly
interested in the West, and as a way to explore further the intratribal dimension of the politics of recognition, Cramer might also have mentioned the
phenomenon of disenrollment among California rancherias. But again, these
are generally minor flaws in a remarkable work. While it should not be the
only book read on the subject, I strongly suggest that it be the first.
Daniel M. Cobb
Miami University

The Great Confusion in Indian Affairs: Native Americans and Whites in the
Progressive Era. By Tom Holm. (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 2005. xx +
244 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-70688-x, $21.95
paper, ISBN 0-292-7°962-5.)
I

American Indian affairs underwent a remarkable transformation in the twentieth century when the United States, long dedicated to Indian assimilation,
was compelled to recognize and cautiously support tribal self-determination.
In his excellent new.book, Tom Holm examines a crucial early episode in
the story of that great change: the partial collapse of the assimilation campaign during the Progressive Era.
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As the title suggests, Holm's book is a study of the loss of certainty. For
much of American history, politicians, philanthropists, and educators approached Indian issues with the absolute conviction that Native people had
to be absorbed into the non-Indian population if they were to survive. That
belief justified the use of coercive methods, such as forced allotment of communallands or the criminalizing of tribal ceremonies, while it blinded "friends
of the Indian" to the harm their actions caused. By the early twentieth century, however, faith in the assimilation campaign had begun to waver. Indian
people, as Holm ably describes, refused to disappear. Through religious practices, community organizations, and adherence to older cultural patterns, they
maintained their sense of belonging to distinct peoples. Eventually,
policyrnakers saw not only that their work had made Indian lives more painful
and difficult, but also that it had not brought about assimilation.
During this same time, White Americans grew increasingly interested in
elements of Native cultures. Concerned that modern urban life lacked vitality, some Americans found in Indian images a tonic for their disquiet.
Indian art, in particular, garnered appreciation and patronage, a development in which even some of the staunchest proassimilation institutions
participated. Carlisle, the nation's flagship Indian boarding school, added
an Indian art program in the early 19oos, while various agencies encouraged
craftwork as a moneymaking endeavor. Holm argues that the Indian art fad
pointed to a growing ambivalence about the assimilation mission. White
consumers ofIndian art seemed to be saying that Native cultures and peoples
had something to contribute to America.
Between 1900 and 1920, Indian affairs descended into confusion. Friends
of the Indian, like the philanthropists of the Lake Mohonk Conference,
began to disavow the goal of total assimilation, and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs eased its efforts to eradicate tribal cultures. Federal officials, however, continued to exert great influence over the lives of ordinary Native
Americans. The bureau retained its coercive power, but it had no overarching
goal or crusade to grant its work coherence.
Holm suggests this confusion was an essential factor contributing to the
Indian New Deal and, later, the rise of the self-determination policies. As
the assimilation campaign faded, there were few open paths other than recognition and support for Indians' own tribal and multitribal institutions.
Federal policy had to accommodate itself to "the fact of Native resiliency"
(p. 196). That process of accommodation continues today. With this multi-
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faceted but clearly written narrative, Holm demonstrates that to understand
present-day Indian affairs one must reckon with the "great confusion" of the
early twentieth century.
Andrew Denson
Western Carolina University

Fort Bowie, Arizona: Combat Post of the Southwest, 1858-1894. By Douglas
C. McChristian. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005. x + 357 pp.
54 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3648-0,

$19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8061-3648-0.)

Army Architecture in the West: Forts Laramie, Bridger, and D. A. Russell,
1849-1912. By Alison K. Hoagland, foreword by Paul L. Hedren. (Norman:
University ofOklahoma Press, 2004- xiii + 288 pp. 63 halftones, line drawings,

map, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8061-3620-0.)

In recent years, there has been a spate of books about western forts, and
generally the quality has been quite good. These two books are no exception. Both are useful additions to the literature. These two authors approach
the broad ~ubject of western forts from different angles.
Douglas C. McChristian provides a well-written chronological narrative
of combat operations out of Fort Bowie, Arizona, from before the construction of the fort to end of its services. He has published three prior books on the
military in the West and knows how to set context; the lead-up to the establishment of the first Fort Bowie takes three chapters. The background includes the Gadsden Purchase, the struggle to build a southern mail and rail
route, the Civil War, and the Apaches. Mostly, the book is about the Apache
Wars. The United States specifically located Fort Bowie to protect the mail
coaches and those who traveled through Apache Pass to replenish their water
supply at Apache Springs. Arizona and Apacheria were not exactly blessed
with abundant supplies of water, so springs were strategic locations.
As a temporary location, Fort Bowie was mostly tents and holes dug into
the hillside. After half a dozen years, in 1867, it had a parade ground and
assorted adobe buildings, including a four-bed hospital and some ramshackle
huts. It was so undermanned-fifty men for garrison duty, escort for the
mails, and fort construction-that it could not mount an offensive against
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Cochise. In 1868 the fort relocated five hundred yards east by means of a
self-help project, with soldiers constructing the new fort out of adobe as
well as rock and timber from the surrounding area.
The fort is actually secondary to the main story. The focus of this book is
on Indian warfare. Until the Apaches fall by the wayside in chapter six, this
is a classic cowboys and Indians book, focusing on the forays outside the
fort - the engagements and pursuits - rather than camp life itself. That comes
later in the late nineteenth century when the fort was safe enough for wives
and children to reside there. After the final capture of Cochise and Geronimo
and the coming of the railroad, Fort Bowie became as civilized as it could.
At maximum strength it only had capacity for 150 troops and half a dozen
officers. Facilities were restricted, as was recreation. Camp life receives only
a bit more than a chapter of this book.
The Apaches left few written records, so most of the documentation is
from the perspective oflocal Whites or the military. White primary sources in
Arizona in the nineteenth century rarely say nice things about Indians, particularly the Apaches, who were hardnosed about their business. McChristian
does use the available biographies ofthe principal Apache leaders. He is careful to note that the soldiers were sometimes dishonorable.
Anny Architecture in the West takes a different view. It preserves a chronology and discusses the missions of the three forts it examines, but it also
stresses the physical development of the forts themselves. The lives of the
occupants receive less attention than the structures. The author cannot totally ignore the inhabitants, of course, because the people defined the buildings. Soldiers needed barracks; officers received houses of some sort; and
daily life required storerooms, hospitals, guardhouses, and accommodations
for laundresses.
The U.S. Army was a penny-pinching institution through most of its history, and its forts were not exactly in plush locales. The builders used whatever the local economy provided, like stone, adobe, or brick, and they used
whatever workforce was available, either contractors or soldiers. The Army
prepared mostly for a short stay, so there was no need to build substantially
beyond what health and safety required. The forts did not need stockade
fences and shipping lumber to Wyoming to build them was expensive, so
the builders constructed none.
Hoagland makes a good point that the forts, once they got past their initial stages, developed into small towns, a bit of home out in the wilderness.
Officers' wives were especially important, as were the designers back east.
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The railroads helped considerably by making amenities and nicer building
materials an affordable option.
The book is full of illustrations-floor plans, sketches, photos-and it is
easy to read despite the architectural terminology. There is little suspense
or adventure, but there is progress and improvement. It is a solid work, and
anyone interested in nineteenth-century forts could do far worse than to
take the time to read it.
Each volume works in its own way. Army Architecture takes the reader
inside the buildings and into the rooms of the soldiers, the officers, and the
women. Fort Bowie spends little time in the fort itself and even less inside
the barracks or the hospital. The few photos of the fort do show that, aside
from the different geography, Fort Bowie fits nicely with the style of the
Wyoming forts, reinforcing Hoagland's claims of a common architecture in
the West. McChristian provides an interesting and valuable contribution to
the ever-growing collection on the military history of the West. Hoagland
offers a solid comparative study. Both scholars have added to our knowledge
of the West in the nineteenth century.
John H. Barnhill
Houston, Texas

John Muir: Family, Friends, and Adventures. Edited by Sally M. Miller and
Daryl Morrison. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005. xii +
281 pp. Halftones, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3530-6.)
This anthology emerged out of a conference held in 2001 at northern
California's University of the Pacific, home to the John Muir Institute. Beginning in 1980 and continuing every five years since, the Muir Institute
has hosted scholars and enthusiasts who continue to clarify Muir's body of
work as well as explore new scholarship on his legacy and importance. The
success of these conferences and the ongoing interest in all things Muir
seem proof that there is still much to consider about the significance of
America's leading environmental advocate.
The underlying theme of both the conference and this anthology is found
in the book's subtitle, Family, Friends, and Adventures. The first grouping of
essays, which includes an examination of Muir's affection for young children,
his relationships with neighbor and one-time San Francisco landlord John
Swett, the landscape painter William Keith, naturalist John Burroughs, and
Wisconsin friend Jeanne Carr give readers insight into Muir the individual.
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These essays spend little time critiquing Muir's writing or interpreting his
science. Instead, they focus on how Muir cultivated important personal relationships. Still, each essay adds to the portrait of Muir as environmentalist. In Daryl Morrison's investigation of Muir's attitude toward children, for
example, she concludes that Muir's kindness reflected his desire to protect
"those without a voice," a philosophy he easily extended from children to
plants and animals (p. 59)'
Not all of these essays are based on sentimentality, however. Environmental historian Char Miller investigates how the relationship between Muir
and Gifford Pinchot, allies who later became opponents, defined environmental debate for much of the twentieth century. From their tempestuous
association, one Miller characterizes as political theatre, emerged the ideological poles that defined the politics of preservation in America. In one of
his two contributions to the collection, historian Ronald Limbaugh turns to
the legal battle that pitted Muir and his heirs against former Methodist minister and regional author George Wharton James. At stake was the publication of Muir's correspondence with Jeanne Carr, much of which landed in
James's lap after Carr's death. The case eventually would be settled largely
in Muir's favor, but this bitter dispute reveals much about Muir's insistence
on controlling his public image. As Limbaugh concludes, more significant
than the legal wrangling of this case is how these very personal letters reveal
a "more complex and more human personality" behind the image of Muir
as the great American naturalist (p. 100).
The rest of the essays are harder to categorize. They range from Muir's
views on forest conservation, tourism, and wilderness to accounts of his
travels in Alaska, South America, and Africa. Like other conference-based
anthologies, this volume struggles to find a cohesive framework. Still, for
scholars interested in the continuing investigation of John Muir's significance, there is much of value here. From these collected essays emerges a
picture of Muir as a very human and touchable environmental icon.
John Herron
University of Missouri, Kansas City

False Mystics: Deviant Orthodoxy in Colonial Mexico. By Nora E. Jaffary.
Engendering Latin America Series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2004. xvi + 257 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendixes, bibliography, index.
$49.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8°3 2-2599-7.)
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During the colonial era in Mexico, Spanish government and church leaders attempted to create an orthodox Catholic society from scruffy European
conquerors and settlers, indigenous peoples, Mrican slaves and freedmen,
and individuals of mixed ethnicity. That Mexico remains a Roman Catholic
culture today is a monument to their efforts. Nevertheless, then as now, vernacular additions and individualistic interpretations deviated from the Roman standard. The goal ofthis significant monograph is to examine mysticism,
an extreme form of devotion that church leaders deemed unacceptable.
Nora E. Jaffary evaluates the Inquisition records of 102 trials of so-called
false mystics. She finds that the critical difference between true and false
mystics was that the latter moved upward, across hierarchical boundaries of
ethnicity or gender, and obtained what the church leaders regarded as unwarranted social prestige (and often income) for someone of his or especially her birth. This discovery lays the foundation for the conclusion that
in New Spain, without challenges from Moors, Protestants, or Jews, the
potential incorporation ofMrican or indigenous religious practices into the
religion used by false mystics was what most threatened the orthodoxy. To
reach her conclusions, Jaffary carried out exhaustive research into Inquisition records and read thoroughly the extensive secondary literature. The
author presents her solid research and skillful analysis in straightforward
prose punctuated with intriguing anecdotes about the accused.
The book's significance suffers in ways that reflect the desperate current
condition of the monograph, especially university press publications. Faced
with plummeting library orders, used book dealers, and student refusal to
read, publishers have reduced the budget for editing manuscripts (among
other economies). Freelance copy editors do well as specialists in grammar
and English usage, not in history and historiography. As a result, unless
peer reviewers point out the manuscript's historical or historiographical
contributions, they are often buried or misplaced in the text. That is the
case here. The author hides her conclusions in the introduction, undercutting the monograph's dramatic structure. Imagine a story beginning: the
Prince put the glass slipper on Cinderella's foot and this is why that was
interesting.
Jaffary challenges the so-called New Cultural History that uses the framework ofJames C. Scott's resistance to central authority. She concludes that
his framework is a top-down analysis; that is, in the eyes of the Inquisitors,
the false mystics were resisting Roman Catholic authority, but from the
mystics' perspective, they were attempting to live orthodox lives. She also
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evaluates Italian historian Carlo Ginzburg's argument about a parallel peasant worldview, concluding after looking at several trials that a similar
worldview did not exist in Mexico. This analysis implies that if Ginzburg
had looked at several trials, he might not find a parallel peasant worldview
in Italy either. Jaffary also describes how mystics achieved social and economic benefits from their activities, suggesting an interpretation about the
innovative ways in which individuals, especially women of mixed ethnicity,
made lives for themselves. Unfortunately, the editors did not help the author bring these reinterpretations together into a powerful conclusion.
William H. Beezley
University ofArizona

Delivering Aid: Implementing Progressive Era Welfare in the American West.
By Thomas A. Krainz. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2005.
xiv + 325 pp. Halftones, map, tables, appendix, notes, index. $37. 50 cloth, ISBN
0-8263-3 02 5-8.)
Scholars have examined the long history of social welfare in the United
States from a variety of perspectives, mostly focusing on influential leaders
like Jane Addams, specific institutions like asylums and poor houses, and
the politics of social welfare. Less is known about the administration of social welfare programs at the local level; this omission is a considerable void
in our understanding, given that social welfare was a local responsibility for
much of its history. As one moves west of the ninety-eighth meridian, even
less is known about the development and implementation of social welfare
programs prior to the New Deal. Thomas A. Krainz partially fills that historical gap with Delivering Aid, a valuable and important study of the local
provision of relief in the American West.

Delivering Aid analyzes the development and administration of social
welfare programs during the Progressive Era (1890-1920) in six Colorado
counties. The counties varied in location, population size, race and ethnic
composition, and economic structure. Ferreting through county courthouse
records and archival sources, Krainz has collected an impressive array of data.
The analysis takes into account the politics of the time, the capacity oflocal
government to administer social welfare programs, and the fusion of private
charity with public relief, a common element in American welfare.
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Krainz sets out to assess whether Progressive Era reform efforts altered
the structure of social welfare and changed the lives of those needing assistance, as some scholars have asserted. Throughout much of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, American communities relied on indoor relief
like hospitals and poor houses and outdoor relief like cash and commodities. As a starting point, Krainz documents that all counties in 1890 used
outdoor relief but only the more populous and prosperous counties such as
Boulder and Denver relied as well on indoor relief to assist the poor. Largely
administered by county officials who operated with considerable discretion,
relief varied in duration and level of support.
The heart of Delivering Aid explores efforts by Progressive Era leaders in
Colorado to professionalize poor relief and to institute two new social welfare programs: Mothers' Pensions and Blind Benefits. The need for rational
and scientific administration of poor relief was one of the mantras of the
newly created Charity Organization Societies (COS) operating in many
communities. COS reformers in Colorado attempted to persuade the state
and local governments to adopt the ideals of scientific charity in their poverty relief efforts, but they largely failed. Even in Denver, the community
most likely to embrace and implement reform, high caseloads largely prevented social workers from conducting thorough case assessments and tailoring relief to the circumstances of individuals and families. Other
communities never made the effort to alter relief practices.
Turning to the creation of new programs, Delivering Aid argues that advocates for Mothers' Pensions (a predecessor ofAid to Families with Dependent Children) were able to persuade only a handful of counties in Colorado
to adopt the reform, despite widespread public support. Those counties that
implemented Mothers' Pensions never adequately funded the program benefits to transform the lives of single mothers (usually widowed) and their
children. Conversely, Blind Benefits did succeed for a short time to create a
uniform statewide welfare program for the blind. However, state politics
and internal division among advocates for the blind eventually undermined
the reform. Looking at the thirty years of reform efforts, Krainz c<;mcludes,
"Poor people at the close of the Progressive Era encountered a poor relief
system that had remained remarkably unchanged" (p. 229)' It would take
the New Deal to alter fundamentally the structure ofsocial welfare in.Colorado and the rest of the nation.
Future authors of historical studies on welfare would be well served to
follow Krainz's insistence that the institution has to be examined at the local
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level and that local context strongly shapes the practices of poor relief. Delivering Aid is a must read for those interested in social welfare in the
American West.
David Engstrom
San Diego State University

The Diaries ofJohn Gregory Bourke. Volume Two: July 29, 1876-April7, 1878.
Edited and annotated by Charles M. Robinson III. (Denton: University of
North Texas Press, 2005. ix + 530 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 1-57441-196-9.)
John Gregory Bourke's extensive diaries serve as the foundations for two
important books on the American West. The first is his own memoir, On
the Border with Crook (1891), a classic on the Indian-fighting army and a
convincing hagiography that still draws converts to its failure-prone title
character. The second is Paper Medicine Man: John Gregory Bourke and
His American West (1989), whose author, Joseph C. Porter, examined the
military, literary, and anthropological career of a man who never rose above
the rank of captain.
It is difficult to imagine that, without these two enduring works, Bourke's
diaries in their totality would have drawn an editor and publisher to make the
tremendous investment in time and resources that such a project demands.
Well over one hundred manuscript volumes survive. Fortunately, thanks to
Charles M. Robinson III and the University of North Texas Press, this voluminous, important, and often-cited source material has seen its initial publication: two lengthy volumes of transcribed and annotated material.
Reviewing a single volume of a multivolume edition, especially a volume that is neither the first nor the last, is an interesting exercise. The editorial project is well underway, and the stylistic template has already been
set. For potential buyers who may encounter this volume first, a reviewer
may best serve them by considering it as a stand-alone work.
Given this standard, the second volume is a valuable and useful addition
to the literature about the American West and a worthy testament to Bourke's
skills as a chronicler. This volume spans critical months of the Indian Wars,
particularly the Great Sioux War of 1876-1877 on the northern Plains, although the period is after the Rosebud and Little Bighorn debacles ofJune
1876. In fourteen chapters, Bourke recounts such major events as Gen.
George Crook's Powder River Expedition, the battle at Slim Buttes, the Dull
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Knife fight, and the surrender of Crazy Horse. In five later chapters, he adds
interesting sidelights of the frontier army experience, from an elaborate
hunting excursion by senior officers to their visit of the Custer battlefield in
1877. Although this material may seem oflimited interest to readers of the
New Mexico Historical Review, many of the officers other than Bourke and
Crook had strong ties to the military history of the Southwest.
Robinson has provided a well-crafted book, one that will be essential to
students of the aforementioned events. He and his publisher may still want
to address the question of whether they see each volume as a stand-alone
work. If so, a bit more explanation on editing procedures, although potentially repetitive, may need to be furnished in each. For instance, why are
some paragraphs in the text indented and others not-a decision that came
at the expense of readability? Also, why include a seventy-five-page appendix of persons mentioned in the diary? This addition seems an expensive
use of space, given that the majority of the descriptions come from readily
accessible biographical guides compiled by Constance Wynn Altshuler,
Frances B. Heitman, and Dan 1. Thrapp. Nevertheless, both the editor and
publisher should be commended for taking on this project and getting this
far. The succeeding volumes are eagerly anticipated.
R. Eli Paul
Liberty Memorial Museum
Kansas City, Missouri

The Mannon Vanguard Brigade of 1847= Norton Jacob's Record: Edited by
Ronald O. Barney. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 2005. x + 398 pp.
Halftones, illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95
paper, ISBN 0-87421-610-9.)
The Monnon Vanguard Brigade of 1847 is the edited reminiscence and
diary of Norton Jacob for the years 1844-1852, a significant period in developing Mormon society. Jacob was a mature family man who joined the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in 1841 at the age of thirty-six.
His writings in this book comprise the Mormon experience in Nauvoo, Illinois; the trek across Iowa to a temporary settlement on the Missouri River;
the migration in 1847 to establish permanent settlement in the West; and
the first few years in the Salt Lake Valley. The heart of the book-and the
majority of its length-is Jacob's diary of his two overland journeys in 1847.
His first venture was as one of the captains of ten in Brigham Young's
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vanguard pioneer party traveling to the Salt Lake Valley and the second was
his return to the Missouri River later that year as leader of the hunting party.
Jacob's diary entries for his overland journeys in 1847 are exceptionally
rich in detail and observation, while the entries for his journey leading his
family to the Salt Lake Valley in 1848 are much briefer. Upon their arrival in
Utah, the family settled north of Salt Lake City, where Jacob continued
working as a millwright. In 1851 he married his first plural wife, and by the
end of his diary he had settled in Salt Lake City. Jacob was not one of the
elite in Mormon society, but rather a working-class follower. He was respected for his occupational skills and participated in all aspects of mainstream Mormon life. As such, his writings add a broader dimension to the
published works of the leaders.
Jacob's record is edited by Ronald Barney, a descendant of another member of the vanguard brigade who was in Jacob's ten. Barney follows standard
documentary editing conventions. Conveniently, the annotations are in
footnotes. Since the notes equal the text in length, the book can be seen as
two parallel narratives: a contemporary account and a historical study running below. Back matter includes Jacob's family genealogy and the roster
of captains of the pioneer party in appendixes, followed by a lengthy section of biographical notes of people Jacob mentioned. In all, the book is
well-organized, readable, and informative.
The remarkable amount of background information makes this book an
important reference source on Mormonism during this period. Those interested in the Mormon Trail will find Jacob's diary of his three trips over
the trail useful. The personal experience revealed in Jacob's writings and
the comprehensive scholarship in the notes and introductory material make
a valuable contribution to our understanding of Mormon culture and its
distinct place in American expansion and the settlement of the West.
Susan Badger Doyle
Pendleton, Oregon

Jack Thorp's Songs ofthe Cowboys. Edited by Mark L. Gardner, illustrations
by Ronald R. Kil. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2005.80 pp.
Halftones, illustrations, glossary, CD, bibliography. $24.95 paper, ISBN 089 01 3-47 8-2 .)
N. Howard "Jack" Thorp was a pretty fair cowboy, songwriter, and folklorist. He was admired by J. Frank Dobie, who dedicated The Longhorns to
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him. He was honored by contemporary cowboy singer Don Edwards, who
wrote a song, "The Ballad Hunter," about him. Thorp's song, "Little Joe the
Wrangler," appears in every published collection of cowboy songs, although
sometimes the song is not attributed to him. By all accounts, he was a man
to ride the river with. He was an important New Mexican, but many New
Mexicans have never heard of him. I hope that this new edition of Thorp's
Songs ofthe Cowboys, with an introduction by Mark L. Gardner, accompanied by a CD recording of Gardner and his singing partner Rex Rideout,
will keep his memory alive.
Thorp grew up in a well-to-do eastern family, but after his father lost
everything, he ended up in New Mexico. He worked many different jobs
from cowboy to surveyor to rancher. He was working for the Bar W in Lincoln County in 1889 when he decided to set out to collect cowboy songs,
sending a note to the boss that he would be back when they saw his dust
arriving. He traveled fifteen hundred miles collecting songs and parts of
songs and in 1908 arranged to have the local newspaper in Estancia publish
some of what he had heard in the cow camps. It was the first published
collection of cowboy music, appearing two years before the work of John
Lomax. It was just a little book of twenty-five songs, but an expanded version was published by Houghton Mifflin in 1921. Folklorists Austin and Alta
Fife brought out a new edition in the 1960s, and we can thank Gardner for
the current edition with a CD and with illustrations by Ronald R. Kil.
Gardner publishes the songs the same way that Thorp did-without the
music- but adds a nice introduction, endnotes, and a good list of suggested
readings. Thorp sold his little book for fifty cents. In 1940 when he wrote
about his song collecting in Atlantic Monthly, he noted that existing copies
sold to collectors for twenty-five dollars. It is doubtful that he made any
money from the sale of the book, but he continued to collect and write
songs and amass cowboy folklore. He lived the last years ofhis life in Alameda,
New Mexico, where Dobie visited and noted, "His generous heart and delightful talk were richer than any melody." It is perhaps appropriate to close
this review with the first verse of a Thorp song: "What's become of the punchers we rode with long ago? The hundreds and hundreds of cowboys we all of
us used to know?"
Folks, rush out and buy this book and music CD and get to know Jack
Thorp, an important New Mexican.
Richard N. Ellis
Fort Lewis College

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits. and Historic (Web) Sites

The Albuquerque Museum announces "Descansos: The Sacred Landscape
of New Mexico," featuring photographs by Joan E. Alessi. The exhibit of
forty color photographs depicting descansos (roadside memorials) from various roadways throughout northern New Mexico opens 21 January 20°7, The
museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW, Albuquerque. For more
information, visit the museum's website: www.cabq.gov/museum.
The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture announces its exhibit, "Secrets of
Casas Grandes." The exhibition explores questions that have baffled archaeologists for decades, and is the first to highlight both an 'array of beautiful
pottery and utilitarian objects from the village of Casas Grandes in northwestern Chihuahua, Mexico. The museum is located on Museum Hill at
710 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe. For more information, visit the museum website:
www.miaclab.org.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center (NHCC) announces the opening
of its exhibit, "Atrisco: A Tricentennial Celebration." Atrisco, located in
Albuquerque's South Valley, was founded in 1703. The family history panels in the exhibit were researched and constructed by a committee of community historians under the guidance of theNHCC. The exhibit will open
14 January 2007 at 2:00 PM in the NHCC's History and Literary Arts Building. For more information, call (505) 246-2261, ext. 148; or visit the center's
website: www.nhccnm.org.
Calendar of Events

January 200T The 54th Annual Conference of the Rocky Mountain
Council for Latin American Studies will be held in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
at EI Dorado Hotel. For more information, visit the website: www.rmclas.org.

24-27

1

February 200T Deadline for submissions to the Jewish Cultural Produc-

tions in Latin America: The Latin American Jewish Studies Association
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(LAJSA) 13th International Research Conference. The conference will be
held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 29-31 July 2007 and will explore facets of
Jewish cultural production in Latin America. Paper and panel proposals
that approach the conference theme from a variety of disciplinary and theoretical perspectives or use case-study or comparative approaches in any historical era (colonial, modern, or contemporary) are welcome. Submit
proposals to the Program Chair, Darrell B. Lockhart (lockhart@unr.edu).
To obtain a detailed CFP, including instructions for proposing a paper
or panel and the accompanying form, visit the LAJSA website: http://
qcpages.qc.cuny.eduJlajsa/.

29 March-1 April200T The Organization of American Historians will host
its 100th annual meeting in Minneapolis, Minnesota, at the Minneapolis
Convention Center and Hilton Minneapolis. For more information, visit
the website: www.oah.org.
1 April 200T Deadline for nominations to the Southern Association of
Women Historians publications prizes. The Julia Cherry Spruill Prize is
awarded for the best published book in southern women's history, the Willie
Lee Rose Prize is awarded for the best book on any topic in southern history
authored by a woman, and the A. Elizabeth Taylor prize is awarded for the
best article published during the preceding year in the field of southern
women's history. Send nominations marked with the name of the prize to:
Megan Taylor Shockley, Department of History, 126 Hardin Hall, Clemson
University, Clemson, SC 29634. For more information, call (865) 656-4427;
or email: mschockl@clemson.edu.
12-15 April 200T The National Council on Public History announces its
2007 conference, "Many Histories, Many Places-Common Ground?" The
conference will be held at La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe, New Mexico. For
more information, visit the website: www.ncph.orgho07annualmtg.html.

4-6 May 200T The Western Association of Women Historians will hold its
39th Annual Conference at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice
at the University of San Diego, San Diego, California. For more information, visit the website: www.wawh.org.

